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ABSTRACT 

Finite Element (FE) model updating was introduced to minimise the differences 
between experiment and analysis by correcting the inaccurate/incorrect 
parameters in the analytical model. The updated model. therefore. should 
contain all the physical changes from the initial assumptions rather than just 
matching the natural frequencies and modeshapes. 

This thesis is concerned with updating analytical models for isotropic and 
composite materials. It has focused on model updating induced by structural 
modifications which occur during manufacturing and have been demonstrated 
through testing of structures. 

The experiments in this thesis have shown that removal of residual stresses for 
plate structures introduced during the manufacturing process converts the 
structure to its original curved state, and alters the dynamic behaviour. 

Variability is introduced during testing of a simple single structure due to the 
changes in its environment circumstances. Low variability is required to reduce 
time and cost for testing a structure and to provide a robust basis for the updating 
process. Measured results with low variance are essential to achieve a validated, 
reliable model. 

With respect to composite materials, this thesis has shown that the updating 
process can be applied to an actual test specimen with the inclusion of new 
updating parameters. Any modifications occurring during manufacturing and 
testing were implemented in the analytical model. The sensitivity method was 
applied to adjust angle of layer orientation. The regularisation method was 
introduced to improve the condition of the update, which made adjustment of its 
individual layers possible. 

Any modification in structural behaviour, results in great changes in dynamic 

performance both in isotropic and composite materials. It has been shown that 

an important aspect of structural dynamic modelling is to include any 
modifications at the design stage of structures, rather than to assume the 'normal' 

unloaded conditions that are commonly adopted in the laboratory or during 
initial analysis. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Where possible notation has been defined in the text of this thesis. The 

definitions that follow are only a list of the most frequently used notation. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

COMAC Co-ordinate Modal Assurance Criterion 

DoF(s) Degree(s) of Freedom 

EXP Experiment 

FE Finite Element 

FEM Finite Element Model 

FRF Frequency Response Function 

MAC Modal Assurance Criterion 

MSF Modal Scale Factor 

RFM Response Function Method 

SVD Singular Value Decomposition 

SYMBOLS 

Magnitude 

II IL Euclidean norm 

Matrix 

{} Vector 

{ }ý Complex Conjugate 

V 



]T Transpose of Matrix 

11+ Pseudo-Inverse of a Matrix 

I\ýI Diagonal Matrix 

OZ Laplacian Operator 

O(p") Terms of Order of p" 

Roman Letters 

H Identity Matrix 

[K], [AK] Global Stiffness Matrix and Corresponding Error Matrix 

[KA ], [K(, ] Analytical and Updated Stiffness Matrix 

[Ky, ] Elemental Stiffness Matrix 

[M], [AM] Global Mass Matrix and Corresponding Error Matrix 

[MAI 
, 
[Mr, ] Analytical and Updated Mass Matrix 

[Me, I Elemental Mass Matrix 

IT] Transformation Matrix 

[U] [v] Matrices formed from left and right Singular Vectors, respectively 

N Total Number of DoFs 

NL, Number of Elements 

S Sensitivity 

x Displacement 

C Velocity 

x Acceleration 

i, j, k Indices 

, y, z Co-ordinates 

P 

J 

1' 

III 

Updating parameter 

Frequency, Hz 

Possion's Ratio 

Radial frequency, rads/sec 
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Greek Letters 

[a] Receptance Matrix 

{a } Receptance Disparity 

[CD] Mass-normalised Modeshape Matrix 

[(D 
x 

[CDA] Mass-normalised Experiment and Analytical Modeshape Matrix 

{q5} Mas-normalised Modeshape Vector 

9 Angle 

Eigenvalue 

Singular Value 

ýEý Rectangular Matrix of Singular Values 
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The dynamic analysis of structures is necessarily becoming more complex and 

complicated, in order to meet the requirements of product certification and 

reliability. Interest in structural vibration is increasingly being focused towards 

reducing noise levels and increasing the life cycle of structures. Engineering 

industry requires the prediction of structural dynamic behaviour accurately under a 

variety of circumstances loads and environment. Accurate predictions of dynamic 

response lead to a company making more efficient and reliable designs which can 

give it an edge over its competitors. 

The study of the dynamic analysis can be classed into two categories: analytical 

modelling and vibration testing. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a technique 

used to predict dynamic behaviour of a structure analytically without the expense of 

undertaking structural testing. It is desirable to predict dynamic response accurately 

compared to actual structural response in order to reduce the time and cost 

associated with dynamic response testing. Vibration testing is the experimental 

approach to determine the dynamic behaviour of a structure. However. testing, 

requires time and human effort, and errors may occur during the testing. Due to the 

limitations and assumptions made in each method, the methods have different 

advantages and disadvantages. Model updating is able to overcome the 

disadvantages and limitations of analytical modelling through incorporation of 
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vibration testing results. The details of this approach will be described in the next 
section. 

Thin beams and plate elements are widely used in engineering fields and their 
dynamic behaviour needs to be predicted correctly before performing model 

updating for a complex structure. This thesis will discuss the structural dynamic 

analysis of isotropic and non-isotropic (composite) beams. The drive for 

considering composite materials is their increased use in engineering structures due 

to high strength and stiffness to weight ratios. 

1.2 Analytical Modelling - FE Analysis 

There are very well known `equations of motion' which can be used to predict 
dynamic behaviour theoretically where the structure has simple geometry and its 

material properties are uniform throughout. The dynamic behaviour for a simple 

structure such as a beam, shell or plate can be solved by its `equations of motion'. 

However, the equations for more complicated structures are necessarily more 

involved to enable the prediction of dynamic behaviour. Finite Element analysis 

was introduced to model large and complicated structures and to predict dynamic 

behaviour in order to reduce the time and cost. Consequently, prediction of dynamic 

properties using FE is becoming more and more popular. Whenever there is any 

modification in a new design, the structural dynamic behaviour that is achieved 

should be checked against the specification of the requirements before launching the 

product. Indeed this approach is now becoming a certification requirement in the 

aerospace industry. 

The FE method also can be used to predict the structural dynamic behaviour .\ here 

an experimental test is difficult to perform. However. this prediction depends on the 

accuracy of the FE against the actual structural dynamic behaviour. FE can 

sometimes be inaccurate due to: 

2 
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0 incorrect modelling ; 

" over simplified geometric input (e. g. assuming a flat plate where curvature 

exists, uniform thickness along the plate etc. ) ; 

" uncertainties in finite element input data such as material properties ; 

" incorrect choice of element types; and 

" difficulty in modelling complex structures such as joints and boundary 

conditions. 

Initial assumptions made in the analytical model geometry often differ from the 

actual testing specimen. Often, experimental data are assumed to be more accurate 
than an analytical model, therefore the dynamic behaviour obtained from FE should 
be validated and updated to give more accuracy. 

1.3 Dynamic Testing 

Due to the lack of accuracy in analytical analysis, experimental tests should be 

performed on a structure to verify or to update the analytical analysis. More 

accurate experimental results are required to minimise the time and cost in model 

updating process. 

Experimental testing can be subdivided into two groups, which are: data acquisition 

and data analysis. More recently, driven by the demand for more reliable and 

accurate data from experiments, computer controlled measurement equipment for 

data acquisition and PC based software have been introduced and developed to 

analyse vibration response data. 

Experimental results are often assumed to be more accurate than those obtained 

from analytical analysis. However, experimental results have some limitations 

alongside possible shortcomings in the FE method: 

" difficult to measure some degrees-of-freedom such as rotational modes: 
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" limited number of coordinates can be measured; 

" limited range of frequency to measure; 

" the clamped boundary condition may not be achieved ideally - some rotation 

and displacement could exist; 

" measured data could contain noise; and 

" contains fewer degrees of freedom than the analytical model. 

A structure may contain residual stresses during the manufacturing process. When 

purchasing plate material, sections are unrolled and flattened causing work 
hardening. Also, it is inevitable that work hardening will occur in structures over 

time - due to static and dynamic load - leading to geometric deformation. The 

effects of geometric variability arising through manufacturing processes and 

subsequent long term load induced deformation raises an important issue. 

One of the problems that an analyst should be prepared to account for during the 

experiment is variability in experimental results. When performing different tests on 

a single structure, there is always a certain amount of variability between the results. 

Balmes [8] identifies the sources of the variability affecting dynamic behaviour: 

0 the structure changes in time because of ageing, temperature effects, loading 

conditions, etc; 

0 the same model can be used to represent a number of structures that should 

be identical, but are not. Thus manufacturing tolerances, residual stresses, 

changes in welding point positions, etc. are known to modify the properties 

of cars significantly coming from a single assembly line; 

0 material and geometrical properties are not measurable at all points so 

random distributions of these properties must be assumed; and 

" cost considerations often lead to the representation of complex mechanical 

parts by simple assemblies of beams, plate/shells and solids which need to 

have equivalent properties. These assumptions lead to a similar global 

behaviour of the model rather than being readily related to local 

material/geometry properties. 

4 
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1.4 Model Updating 

Model updating is used to improve the accuracy of the finite element model so that 

the updated analytical model can predict the dynamic behaviour as closely as 

possible to that obtained during an experiment. 

Due to the limitations and different assumptions applied in experiment and 

analytical approaches, the FE and actual testing have different characteristics, 

advantages and disadvantages. The FE model is capable of evaluating large 

numbers of coordinates which provides useful information of a structure in detail. 

Also, the FE could be used to predict the structural dynamic behaviour for a wide 

range of frequencies. However, due to the assumptions made during the analytical 

analysis such as, ideally manufactured structure - no modification in dimension, 

curvature and thickness, FE is often assumed to be inaccurate or incorrect compared 

to the real structural dynamic behaviour. In contrast, the experimental results are 

assumed to be more accurate and correct than analytical analysis because the 

experiment deals with an actual test specimen containing all physical meanings. 

However, due to the limitation in coordinate measurement and frequency range, the 

experimental results contain less information than its FE counterpart. The 

advantages and disadvantages of both models can be overcome by combining the 

results and updating the analytical model to contain physical changes. 

Updating methods can be broadly categorised as direct and iterative methods. The 

direct updating methods update the analytical model by numerically optimising 

global mass and stiffness matrices to match with experimental results. Unlike direct 

updating methods, iterative methods update the analytical model by means of 

perturbations to the geometry and material properties for each element or 

substructure. The method uses the sensitivity matrix. which can be evaluated by, 

using elemental stiffness and mass matrices to minimise the residual (the difference 

bet\\ ten the measured and predicted dynamic properties). One of the main 

advantages of the sensitivity updating method is that the process does not require 
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full experimental modeshapes, hence this updating method is well suited to updating 
large and complex structures. 

1.5 Objective of the Thesis 

The objective of this research is to develop an analytical model to be a more reliable 

and realistic estimation of dynamic behaviour than its original representation (i. e. 
before updating). Thus, the aim is that the updated model contains all physical 

modifications. This thesis will review the existing model updating techniques to 

reveal their advantages and disadvantages. This research focuses on the structural 

modification that occurred during the manufacturing process in isotropic and 

composite materials, and the errors raised during the experimental testing. The work 

has attempted to find out the accurate experimental data required for successful 

model updating process. The work shows that the initial assumptions made at the 

design stage to predict structural dynamic behaviour should be modified according 

to the actual test specimen. 

With respect to the composite material model updating process, a new concept was 

introduced to update with respect to the angle of ply-layer orientation based on the 

sensitivity method. A regularisation method was applied to improve the condition 

of the update which made adjustment of its individual layers possible. 

1.6 Overview of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 reviews the methods that are currently used to compare and correlate 

experimental and analytical models. A survey of model updating techniques 

including direct and iterative model updating techniques is addressed. Also, 

advantages and disadvantages of these methods are described. Finally , the 

6 
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expansion and reduction techniques to reconcile model coordinate in compatibility 

are also addressed. 

Chapter 3 reviews the theoretical approach to predicting structural dynamics 

behaviour under various loading conditions using finite element methods. The 

advantages and limitations due to assumptions made during the FE process are 

discussed. It is necessary to obtain elemental stiffness and mass matrices for the 

iterative model updating process as the matrices alter with loading condition. The 

theoretical approach to derive the matrices with various loading conditions is 

described. Thermal load can have a significant effect on structure, and this should 

be taken into account to predict more accurate structural dynamic behavior. 

Chapter 4 reviews a series of experimental tests - and their resulting properties - for 

beam and plate elements under various boundary conditions and temperature 

settings. This chapter presents the effects due to residual stresses introduced to the 

material through standard manufacturing processes. By the use of annealing the 

influences of the local stresses are identified. Variability occurred during the 

testing, and suggestions for the reduction of testing variability are discussed. 

Chapter 5 describes the iterative model updating process in detail for the beam 

structure discussed in Chapter 4. The direct and iterative updating processes were 

performed for the beam at the `normal' condition - no loading applied. A structural 

investigation follows in order to establish whether any modifications have occurred 

during and after testing the structure. The model updating process for various 

temperature cases is discussed. The chapter suggests how to achieve a more reliable 

and realistic updated analytical model. 

Chapter 6 reviews the model updating process for a composite material. Composite 

structures are more complicated than isotropic materials. More time and care needs 

to be taken for the model updating process. Modifications that occurred during the 

7 
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manufacturing and the testing process will be discussed, and the significant effects 

on the structural dynamic behaviour due to the modification will also be discussed. 

Chapter 7 concludes the discussions of the previous chapters and makes 

recommendations for further work. 

8 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

In the engineering process, it is common - although unwise - to predict dynamic 

behaviour based on analytical models without carrying out physical measurements. 
It is desirable to predict the dynamic response accurately by analytical methods to 

reduce unnecessary cost. However, often there exist discrepancies between the 

analytical model and the real test structure due to various errors associated both in 

experimental and analytical process. 

Finite element model updating is the way to reduce the discrepancies between these 

two results, the goal being to make more reliable and realistic models after the 

updating process. Over the last 20 years many researchers have developed and 

improved numerous methods for accurate model updating. The basic model 

updating techniques can be divided into two groups which are: 

1) Direct Methods : update global system matrices to correlate an analytical 

model with experimental results 

2) Iterative Methods : updating parameters not only to minimise the differences 

between the experiment and analysis but also to contain physical meaning. 

This chapter Nvil1 describe correlation methods between analytical and experimental 

results which should be performed prior to the model updating process. Later. this 
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chapter will describe basic techniques for model updating and other associated 

methods for model updating (e. g. modeshape expansion and structural matrix 

condensation). 

2.2 Correlation Methods 

Before proceeding to model updating, it is necessary to compare the experimental 

and analytical mode shapes and natural frequencies. The most obvious and common 

comparison method for experiment and analytical modes is by consideration of 

natural frequencies. After a natural frequency comparison, the modeshapes must be 

compared to ensure that the experimental and analytical modes are correctly aligned. 

The most commonly used technique to compare analytical-to-experimental modes is 

called the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) proposed by Allemang and Brown [2]. 

The MAC is a dot product, which is used to determine the amount of similarity or 

dissimilarity between two modal vectors. As different analytical modelling 

techniques are investigated, the resulting modal vectors are compared to the baseline 

model. The MAC uses a pair of modeshape vectors to compare and evaluate a 

number called the MAC value. The MAC value ranges from zero to one, and a 

value close to one indicates good correlation between two data sets. The MAC value 

between the ith analytical mode shape 0, and jth experimental mode shape 0, is 

defined as, 

ýjTýj 
2 

M4 C 
(0j, 

4,0 jr 

) 

Y ui 

(2.1) 

The Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (COMAC) was proposed by Lieven and 

Ewins [48]. This method is similar to the MAC but uses the correlation of a selected 

degrees of freedom of a structure rather than using mode numbers. In this case i 

refers to the degree of freedom and rr corresponds to the correlated mode pair. 

10 
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coMAc(i) _ 

L 
(`A )it (0 )rl2 

r=1 
(2.2) LL 

2 (OA )ir 2j(0, )r 

r=1 r=1 

In the comparison, various problems arise because of the incompatibility in 

modeshapes. Often, all of the modes cannot be measured by experimentally or too 

many modes are produced analytically. The problems can be solved either by 

reducing the size of the analytical model or expanding the size of the experimental 

model to make the model size is same. Later in this chapter, the techniques of 

model reduction and expansion are described. 

2.3 Direct Methods using Modal Data 

2.3.1 Introduction 

As the name implies, the direct methods do not require iteration to derive the eigen 

properties of the system, but produce updated global mass and stiffness matrices 

directly by updating the original global matrices. The main advantages of these 

methods are that they can possibly reduce the CPU time required by the iteration 

methods, and produce the measured data exactly. 

However, Friswell and Mottershead [25] described some disadvantages: 

" either measured data must be expanded to the size of the finite element model or 

the finite element model must be reduced to the size of the measured data; 

" the methods usually destroy the connectivity inherent in the original structure, 

and the updated matrices have little physical meaning; and 

" generation of spurious modes in the frequency range of interest may occur. 
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The updated analytical model by direct methods will correlate with the experimental 

results by means of natural frequencies and mode shapes. but the updated model 

would not contain the physical structural properties. The direct updating methods 

only update the global matrices and ignore the actual structural changes. 

2.3.2 Lagrange Multiplier Methods 

One of the earliest attempts to update FE models by these methods was proposed by 

Baruch [10]. He assumed that the mass matrix was correct and updated the stiffness 

matrix by minimising: 

_ 
[MA ]2 f Krr ]- [KA B[MA 12 (2.3) 

subject to the following constraints 

[Ku Jux ]= [M11 J (D x 
l[w, ' ] (2.4) 

and 
(2.5) 

Then the updated stiffness matrix can be obtained as: 

[KI, ]- [KA]-[KA ][) 
X 

][O 
x 

]' [MA ]- [MA ][0 
X 

][(, ) X 
IT [KA ]+ 

it, I(I)X]T[ ]' [M. a + [MA ][('), I[ ll. ý ] 
(2.6) 

Berman [11] used the same approach and updated the mass matrix by minimising: 

12 
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[MA ] 2[[Mu]-[MAJIMA1 2 (2.7) 

subject to following constraints: 

[(DX ]T [Kl1 ][(D 
x]= 

tw2] 
(2.8) 

The updated mass matrix can be obtained as: 

[MA 

J+ 
[MA F' 

X 

#(1) 

X 
]T [MA 

JLq) X J)-1 

(['1 

_[X 
]T [MA F' 

X 
]AO 

X J' 
[MA ][('), 

V 
]) 1[ 

. \' JT 
[MA 

J 

(2.9) 

After the computation of [M,, ] 
, the stiffness matrix can be calculated by the 

minimising: 

E= 
II [Mu ]2 [[K(, ]- [KA }][MI, ]2I (2.10) 

subject to the following constraints: 

[Kci I(D 
x]= 

[M(, 1(1). 
ý, 

][ wX2] 

[(D 
, 

]7 [K1, ][(D. 
k = 

[N 2J (2.1 1) 

[K,, ]= [' ]" 

which enforces the stiffness symmetry, the orthogonality condition and the equation 

of motion. The updated stiffness matrix is defined as: 

ý+ [AK] + [AK]" (2.12) 

13 
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where 

[ox]=1[sý�ºm, Mln,, 1'[x. IDýrI+ýýý'TIý. I'[+r�] [K. Iýn, I<, XPI�] 
(2.13) 

The updated matrices above are without physical meaning of the structure due to 

modification of the zero matrix coefficients. In order to improve the problem. 

Ceasar [19] uses the same approach as Berman by not only applying the same three 

constraints, but also includes the preservation of the system's total mass and the 

interface forces. A more detailed formulation of the problem is considered at the 

expense of increased computational effort and applicability to small and banded 

matrices only. 

Wei [77] extended the model reference basis technique to allow the simultaneous 

updating of the analytical stiffness and mass matrices. This is achieved by 

minimising: 

[MA ]2 Qxtr ]- [K, 
ý 
lI MA 2+ [MA ]-2 QMu ]- [MA IM 

A]' (2.14) 

He used the usual constraints of mass orthogonality, the equation of motion and the 

symmetry of the updated matrices. The updated mass and stiffness matrices that 

satisfy the above requirements are: 

[M(/]-[MA]-[Mo]+([I]-[P][(I)x]` Is][Y]+[Y]' [S]' ([I]-[(D. 
Y][p]' 

) 

[x" ]_ [Ko ]+ [P]([T 
.,, 
]' [K. 4 ][(D X]+ [ir' ]pJT - [U][cD ][P]' - [P][ D. ]' [U]' 

(2.15) 

where 

[, If J= [A I, ][(D.,, IQY ([! 21- lild -1 I(D, 
v 
1 7. ýM, 

41 

[po]=[K. ]-[K. aY(l)., ][P]' -[P][S., l' [x. I+ [L r]' +[ý] 

14 
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fv]= [MAIXIQ]1 
[Q] _ [(Dx II'[Mn I(Dx I (2.16) 

[S] = [KA ][(DX X[Q]+[wZ tQ][w2 D 
[U] = [P][ w2 IQI[w2 

Asa 

[Y] = 
[w2Ix]T[MA] 

These methods have been largely discarded in recent years because the updated 

spatial properties bear little resemblance to those of the original model. This is to be 

expected when, in practice, the measured modal matrix is highly rectangular due to 

modal truncation [72]. 

2.3.3. Error Matrix Method 

The error matrix method proposed by Sidhu and Ewins [68], is expressed as follows. 

The stiffness error matrix is defined as: 

[AK] = [K, 
\] - 

[KA I (2.17a) 

and rearranging the equation : 

[Kx]=[K. 
j]+[AK] 

(2.17b) 

Due to the incompleteness of the experimental data, the error matrix cannot be 

obtained directly. The equation of (2.17b) inverted and uses the binomial matrix 

expansion under the assumption that the stiffness error matrix [AK] is a small 

matrix such as 

lZ, 
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1im[AK]" = [0] : 17 -)% 

[Kx 1= [K, 
4]-'- 

[KA 1-1 [i K][KA 1-1 + [x 
AZ 

[zK]2 [KA ]-' 
- ........ (2.18) 

The stiffness error matrix can then be retained by considering the first-order term 

only and rearranging gives: 

[AK] =[KA](KA1 1 
-[Kx]-'[KAI (2.19) 

As [Ks] is unknown, both the experimental and analytical flexibility matrices are 

expressed using correlated modes to generate pseudo-flexibility matrices, and hence: 

[AK] [KA ]([A ][wAZr1[(1)A] 
-[i 

][wX2r1L(D 
X] 

IKA 
1 (2.20) 

Similarly for the mass error matrix [AM] : 

[AM] 
= 

[MA ]([(, 
) 

A 
][(, 

)A 
]'" 

- 
[(I) 

X 
][('). 

Y 
]', IMA 1 (2.21) 

And finally, updated mass and stiffness matrices can be written as: 

[K1, ] =[KA]+[AK] 
[Mc1HMA]+[ ] (2.22) 

This method aims to locate major modelling errors in a reduced analytical model 

rather than attempting to correct the whole analytical model. 

This methods has some advantages: 

16 
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" [MA] does not need to be correct for locating stiffness modelling errors. and 

conversely [KAI does not need to be correct for locating mass modelling errors. 

" This method locates stiffness modelling errors using flexibility data where lo\\ er 

modes dominate. Note that only lower modes are available in practice. 

Despite these advantages, Sidhu et al. [68] stated that the Error Matrix Method has 

some disadvantages. If the number of measured modes is insufficient, this method 

does not succeed in locating mismodelled regions. When [AK] or [AM] is large, 

this method cannot be correct because equation (2.18) and (2.19) are based on the 

assumption that second and higher order terms in an expansion of [K]-' and [M]-' 

can be ignored. Finally, this method requires mode expansion methods to match the 

analytical and experimental data sets if a full analytical model is used for the 

correlation. 

2.4. Iterative Methods 

2.4.1. Introductoin 

The basic concept of iterative methods is very different from the direct updating 

methods where the methods focus on global system matrices. A Finite Element 

model consists of individual elemental finite models and each element model is 

defined by design parameters such as the geometry of the structure and its material 

properties. The principle of these methods is to improve the correlation between the 

measured data and the analytical model by means of updating actual structural 

discrepancies such as geometries and material properties of each element or 

substructure. As the name implies, the solution requires the problem to be linearised 

and optimised iteratively. 

Iterative methods have both advantages and major problems [25]. 

17 
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The advantages are: 

1. these methods allow a wide choice of parameters to be updated such as sub- 

matrices, elements of stiffness and mass matrices, density or geometric 

parameters. Also, different parameters that have similar effects on dynamic 

behaviour would be grouped as a single parameter; and 
2. both the measured data and the initial analytical parameter estimates may be 

weighted. 

The three major problems are: 

1. the natural frequencies and mode shapes in the experimental and theoretical data 

must be paired correctly, and all the experimental modes may not be measured 

correctly. Although the modal assurance criteria (MAC) is a useful tool, there is 

no guarantee that all modes will be matched. Any modes that do not pair with 

sufficient confidence are simply not used in the updating algorithm; 

2. mass distribution of the finite element model and the actual structure may be 

different, and the mode shapes may not be scaled correctly. This problem can be 

resolved by using modal scale factor (MSF); and 

3. if damping is not present in the finite element model, then a real mode shape 

should be estimated from measured complex FRF data. 

2.4.2. Penalty Function Methods 

The Penalty Function methods generally use a Taylor series expansion of the modal 

data as the unknown updating parameters. 

s; ]{(5B} 

where 

(2.23) 

18 
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M=0-9, is the perturbation in the parameters 

&= zx - ZA is the error between measured and analytical output 

S, is the sensitivity matrix. 

There are two ways to consider the penalty function methods. First is obtaining the 

updated parameter value by minimising some penalty function. The other is 

concerned with the weighting matrix. In practice, mode shape data are less accurate 

than natural frequencies, therefore less emphasis should be placed on this less 

accurate data [25]. 

Let us consider the first case. If the number of measurements is more than the 

number of parameters, then the equation (2.23) can be solved in a least squares sense 

by minimising the penalty function: 

J(5e)= {s -s60}" {&-s89} (2.24) 

Minimising J given by equation (2.24) with respect to 8B involves differentiating J 

with respect to each element of ö8 and setting the result equal to zero, then the 

equation can be rearranged as follows: 

90 = 
{s"s]-, S"& (2.25) 

and the updated estimate of the design parameter vector is obtained by: 

e; 
+, = 01 + 80 (2.26) 

Let us consider the second case by introducing weighting matrix WEE into equation 

(?. 24). 

19 
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J(60)= {&-sse}fWE{&-s60} (2.27) 

The positive definite weighting matrix WEE is usually diagonal with the elements 

reflecting the degree of accuracy or confidence in the measured data. Formally 

solving the equation (2.27) gives the updated parameters as: 

89 = 
[STWEES]-'sr. w 66 & (2.28a) 

or in full, 

. i+l = 9i + 
[Si WEESi ]-' S. 

i WEE (Z. 
l - ZA) (2.28b) 

Natke [60] developed the methods by adding an extra term to minimise the change 

of the design parameters. The extended equation of (2.27) is as follows: 

J((58) {Sz 
- Sý8}T WE {ýz 

- S(59}+ (50' WBg9 (2.29) 

where WB is a positive definite weighting matrix which is used to penalise the 

deviation of the updated terms from their corresponding initial estimation. The 

resulting solution of 50 is given by: 

(59 = 
[STWS 

+ w9] 1 STWWEäz (2.30) 

If there are more unknown parameters than the number of measurements, the 

problem is said to be underdetermined. It should then be considered which unknown 

parameters are to be changed. The solution which is usually sought is a set of 

parameters with smallest changes in the other parameters. This can be achieved by 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) which is considered in section (2.8). 

20 
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2.4.3. Minimum Variance Methods 

These methods can be regarded as penalty function methods where the weighting 
matrices are related to the parameter and measurement variances at each iteration. 

They are also based on the assumption that both the measured data and the initial 

model have errors which can be expressed in terms of variance matrices. 

The early paper concerned with these methods was proposed by Collins et al. [20] 

who assumed that the measured data and the initial model are statically independent. 

This is true just for the first iteration as the errors in the measurements are unlikely 
to depend on the errors in the estimates of the finite element model. In subsequent 
iterations, the measured data have been used to update the parameters and hence the 

two are correlated. 

Friswell [24] calculated the correlation matrix between the measurements and the 

updated data at every iteration. This matrix was then used to calculate the next 

estimate of the unknown parameters, thus addressing the above shortcoming. 

2.4.4. Frequency Response Function (FRF) Sensitivity Methods 

The frequency response sensitivity method was proposed first by Lin and Ewins 

[50] and then developed by Fritzen [26]. This methods use the measured FRF 

results directly and optimizes a penalty function where discrepancies exist between 

the initial and the target value. Imregun [39,40] stated some advantages in using the 

Frequency Response Function (FRF) data directly. 

0 no modal analysis is required and identification errors are thus avoided; 

0 the technique is applicable to structures with non-modal behaviour such as 

occurs in cases of high damping and/or modal density. In these cases, the 

21 
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accurate determination of a reference modal model is probably at least as 
difficult as updating the finite element model; and 

0 it is possible to check a given solution by generating another one since the 

problem is over-determined due to the availability of FRF data at numerous 
excitation frequencies or frequency points. It is therefore possible to use 

statistical techniques to determine confidence parameters and/or to interpret the 

results obtained. 

Applying a single force to both in the experimental and analytical systems yields 

[-w'[M]+[K]]jax(w)}= {f}= [_W2[M, 
4]+[K, g]]{aA(w)}; (2.31) 

where {f} is unity at the excitation (j `h) degree of freedom and zero elsewhere. 

The system matrices can be expressed in terms of the errors in the FE model as 
follows: 

[M] = [M, 
a 
]+ [AM] [K] = [KA ]+ [OK] (2.32) 

Substituting for [M] and [K] in equation (2.3 1) and rearranging gives: 

[- 
tir2 [AM] + [AK]JIa. 

v 
('i, )} = L- w2 [MA I+ [KA IJllaA (1V)I; 

- lax 
(w)I} (2.33) 

Now: 

{a'Aýwý}= [_ 
11ý2[MAI+[KAI]-1 (2.34) 

so assuming that the analytical dynamic stiffness matrix, 
[_i2[Mj+{KAJj, is non- 

singular (off-resonance), the equation (2.33) can be rearranged to: 

-y) 
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{aA (w)}[ w2 [AM] + [AK]J{aX (w)} _ {Da(w)} (2.35) 

where 

{Da(w)} = {aA (w)}; 
- 

{ax (w)} (2.36) 

Equation (2.35) is exact irrespective of the size or nature of the errors. To proceed 
towards a solution for the system matrices we must assume a form of the errors. 
This is achieved by selecting a set of NP design parameters to vary, {P}, to account 

for the discrepancy in response between experiment and analysis. These updating 

parameters can be local quantities such as elemental mass and stiffness matrices, or 

global parameters such as material properties and thicknesses. 

It is convenient to non-dimensionalise the updating parameters as follows: 

p FE FE 
Pf= pi i 

)/ 
p (2.37) 

where { P, "-`-' } are the parameter values for the original FE model. The non- 

dimensionalised updating parameters - or p-values - represent the fractional 

changes in the design variables. 

The updated system matrices are a function of {p} and can be expressed as a Taylor 

expansion about the original FE model as follows: 

[Mrl [MA+[AM] _ [M, 
9]+ 

a[M] 
pi +O(p2) (2.38) 

I 3P; 

KriJ= [K. 
aý+[AK] = [K, 

aý+ 
D[K]P, 

+O(1ý, ) (2.39) 
3P1 

ýý 
_ý 
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where O(p? ) represents terms of order p? and higher. 

Retaining only first order terms, 

[AM]= a[M]p, 

ap; 
and [OK] = 

D[K] 
ap; 

(2.40) 

Substituting these error matrices in (2.35) gives: 

2 a[M] a[K] {aA(W) 
-w + {ax(w)} 

ap, alp, Z a[M]a[K] A 
w+ {ax (w)} 

apNp apNP [PNPJ 

= {Aa(w)} 

(2.41) 

The sensitivity matrix can be written as: 

[S(w)]1PI = JA a(w)l 

where 

(2.42) 

[s(ý, )] = {aA (W) - w2 
a[M] 

+ a[K] {a, (iýý){ ; ... - w2 a[M] + a[K] {ax (w)} aPý aP, ÖPNP 8J2\ 

(2.43) 

[S] is the sensitivity matrix which can be viewed as the changes in receptance due to 

unit changes in each updating parameter. The sensitivity of the receptance at the i'" 

degrees of freedom to the j'`' updating parameter p, at a given frequency point can 

be shown to be: 
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1JaIÄ w2 
a 

ap] 
ýMý+ a [K] {a}x 

ap 
i 

(2.44) 

The equation (2.42) produces N equations for NP unknowns at a single excitation 

frequency w. Given Nr measured frequency points, Nf sets of equations can be 

stacked as follows: 

[S(w, )] {Aa(w, )} 
[S(w2 )] {A a (w2 )} 

LS`WNf IJ 
JA 

a(WNf I) 

(2.45) 

to form an over-determined problem with Nr xN equations for NP unknowns. 

2.4.5 Eignevalue and Eigenvector Sensitivities 

The basic concept of finite element model updating is the minimisation of 

differences between the experimental and the analytical model. The system matrices 

(mass and stiffness) are modified with respect to the experimental data for model 

updating. The most popular method for model updating is eigensensitivity method. 

One of the advantages using eigensensitivity for model updating is mode expansion 

and reduction are not required. However, the method needs large amount of 

computational effort due to repeated calculation of the sensitivity matrix. 

The rate of change of eigenvalues with respect to structural parameters. p,, can be 

derived as follows [79]. 

Consider the eigendynamic equation: 

,ý 
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ýKA (WA 
r[MAIýOA}, =0 (2.46) 

pre-multiplying it by {cbA IT 

1'YAJrýKAJ-\WAIr[MA1J' A1r =0 (2.47) 

Differentiating (2.47) with respect to. p; : 

a1OA 
1r 1- l2 rl ýj T 

a[[KA 
J- 

(wA )r [MA ]1 
ýKA(wAIr[MA]ý 

Allr+ 
9A Jr ýo Ir 

ap; ap, 

+ 9A Ir 
ýKA 

- 
(WA )r ýMA ]] a{0A }r 

-0 (2.48) 
ap, 

Due to (2.46), the first and the third terms of (2.48) are zero and thus, 

7, aýKa (WA 
r 
[MA 

/ýj =0 
(2.49) {OA }r 

ap 

, 

{q"A}r 

U 

the term in the middle gives: 

af KA 1- (WA )r [MA 1ý= a[KA 1_ a(wa )r 
M 

l- (ýv lZ a[M`' I 
(2.50) 

Vap, 
a an OP 

[ 
AJ \ a/r öh; 

, 

the orthogonality conditions: 

[of [, ll ][o] = [I] and [0]T [K][O] = "'r ,] 
(2.51) 

Because of equation (2.51). expression (2.49) becomes: 
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1'VA Ir 

a[KA 
J j`VA 

I r- 

a( 
A Jr 

-(WA 
2 f, /, 1T 

a[MA 
J_2.52 

ap 
lt 

ap 

ýr1YýAIr 

ayý 
{OA 1 

Ir ap 
i 

and finally, 

a(WA), 
_ {ýA}r 

aýKA1 
_ ý' 2 a[MAI 

, 2.53 aa(A 

)r 

a 
{YEA }, () 

1pß P, P, 

The eigenvector derivatives are assumed to be linear combinations of the 

eigenvectors, i. e. 

__ 

Ir 

_n Ia, 
j 

{YEA 
(2.54) 

8P1 ; =1 

which is exactly true only if all eigenvectors are used (n = N). 

Substituting equation (2.54) in equation (2.4) and premultiplying by {OA }% gives: 

a[LKA 
J- 

(wA ), [MA ]] 
l 

fr l Zr 
Nl 

ýOA)r 
+fKA1-(WA)r[MA 

Iarj{ýA)j 
= 

{o} 
(2.55) 

ap 
; j=1 

Due to the orthogonality properties: 

11 , 
l A} j 

[KA ]JO, 1r 
=Ar 

o, 

=r 

jar 

{` 
A 

}T [MA PA }r 
= 

I, J=Y 

p, jýY 
(2.56) 

so equation (2.55) becomes: 

2ý 
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(i) l2 )2)=: lT AJ 
aýK-lwAIrLMAJ] 

l 
u 

«WAlj 

- 
(WAr 

- 
{OA 

)j ap 
1 

{OA 

r 
(2.57) 

When j#r, the coefficient of the eigenvalue derivative is zero, and equation (2.57) 

can be rearranged to give: 

aU) -1 
ý`VA 

aýKA 

- 
(WA )r 2 

a_MA 
J {'YA 

)r r' (WA )r- (WA ); 'p 
Up; 

jr (2.58) 

When r, a(') can be obtained b differentiating 17 IM 
A} =1, it follows j 

ri by g 
{OA 

rAAr 

that: 

IT 
L 

210,4 T [MA 
OA Ir 

- -{oA 
}r 

ALMA I 
{OA) 

r 
(2.59) 

ap; ap; 

Substituting for 
alýA Ir from equation (2.54) into equation (2.59) leads to: 

ap; 

2 
IOA Ir 

ap; 
(2.60) 

Substituting for a('from equations (2.58) and (2.60) into equation (2.54) gives 

aWA Ir 

-N 

{0 L {ý Ii 

22 

[a[KA]-(1t'A)r A[MA] 
{`A }r 

ap, 
i=1:. i#r 

(h 
A 

)r 
- 

("'. 
4 

api apt 

aý ýI 
Aý 

2 
10A }r 1 

IY 

A 

Ir IY 

A 

Ir 

ap, 
(2.61) 
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2.4.6. Selection of Updating Parameters 

The choice of updating parameters is a very important stage in model updating. The 

issues include how many parameters and which parameters should be selected. The 

selected parameters should be uncertain in the model. Otherwise, the blindly 

updated structural components may lose their physical properties and produce 

meaningless results in the updated model [13]. The updating parameters can be 

elemental stiffness and mass matrices or material properties including Young's 

modulus, Poisson's ratio and mass density or structural dimensions. 

The number of updating parameters should be kept small to avoid possible ill- 

conditioning problems, and such parameters should be chosen with the aim of 

correcting recognised uncertainty in the model, and the data should be sensitive to 

them. One of the best methods to find suitable parameters is using the sensitivity 

analysis that computes sensitivity coefficient with respect to the rate changes 

between structural response and parameters. 

The updated elemental mass and stiffness matrices can be rewritten as Taylor 

expansions as follows: 

M=+ OM]_ [MA I+ l aýMý 
pý (2.62) 

crý 
[MA ýýý 

J ap 
.i 

and 
a[K] 

pi (2.63) K=K+ OK] = [KA 1+! Y-j 
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2.6 Model Reduction 

2.6.1 Introduction 

Model reduction is needed to compare the results between experimental data and 

analytical data. In practice, the number of DOFs in the finite element model is much 
larger than the number of coordinates obtained by experiment, and some of the 

experimental data cannot be obtained because it is too difficult or physically 
inaccessible. The most popular technique for model reduction was proposed by 

Guyan [33] and improved by O'Callahan [65]. 

Visser [73,74] noted some significant disadvantages of reduction: 
1. the measurement points often are not the best points to chose as masters as they 

are always on the surface of the structure while for dynamic condensation it is 

vital to select masters corresponding to large inertia properties; 

2. there may not be enough measurement coordinates to be used as masters; 

3. all reduction techniques yield system matrices where the connectivity of the 

original model is lost and thus the physical representation of the original model 

disappears; and 

4. the reduction introduces extra inaccuracies since it is only an approximation of 

the full model. 

2.6.2 Guyan Reduction 

Guyan Reduction [33] is the most popular and commonly used method for reducing 

analytical models. 

Starting from the equation 

{F} = [: 11 k}+ [K]{x} (2.64) 
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The stiffness matrix, response and force are partitioned into master and slave 
components. 

Fl [Mmm 
F2 LMsrn 

mm" xl 
+ rKrn, n 

Kms X1 

MSS. I2 K. 
sm 

K. 
rc x2 

(2.65) 

where the subscripts m and s denotes to the master degree of freedom, the forces F2 

are to be zero. Neglecting the inertia terms, the forces F, are given by 

( ýx F, = Kn, 
ý, - 

K,,, K. ' 
t, t 

K (2.66) 
. sn, 

The reduced stiffness matrix is given by 

K, = K, 
n, ll - 

Kn,. 
V 
K. 

S. Q. 
' K. 

V»7 
(2.67) 

The coordinate transformation equations are 

x=Tx, or 
x, 

= 
1{x} 

(2.68) 
x2 - K. 

s. ý 
K. 

ý, » 

Similarly, the reduced mass matrix is given by 

M=M -M 
(K, -, 'K 

. -(K. 1K17, )7 (Mc,,, 
-M -(2.69) mm nzý ým cc cc cm 

If the structure's kinetic and strain energy are written as 

E=MM and V=1 x7 Kx (2.70) 
22 
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and the transformation is employed, then the energies become 

EI z; TT MTz, and V= 
i 

x; TT KTx, (2.71) 22 

The reduced mass and stiffness matrices can be written as 

MR=Ts MT KR= Ts KT (2.72) 

In the case of the reduced stiffness matrix, all elements of the original stiffness 

matrix contribute, so none of the structural complexity is lost. In the reduced mass 

matrix combinations of mass and stiffness elements appear. Therefore, the 

eigenvalue-eigenvector problem is closely but not exactly preserved. 

2.6.3 Improved Reduced System (IRS) 

O'Callahan [65] introduced an Improved Reduction System (IRS) that is developed 

from Guyan's technique. This method is to compensate for the mass 

misappropriation of the Guyan reduction process especially when the selection of 

measured DOF is not optimum. It improves the accuracy over the static 

compensation technique. 

The new transformation matrix is generated by 

T, =T, +SMT. MRKR (2.73) 

where 

S_00, (2.74) 
0 K,,. 
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The reduced mass and stiffness matrices in the IRS method are then 

MARS- T1 MTJRýs , KJR = Tins KT11 

2.7 Expansion of Measured Modal Data 

(2.75) 

One of the main problems in model updating is that the experimental data set is not 

compatible with analytical data set. It is because 

1) the experimental data set has limited number of modes available; 
2) the experimental coordinates are fewer than the number of analytical 

coordinates; and 

3) the experimental modeshapes have limited degrees of freedom where 

analytical data contains all degrees of freedom for all nodes. 

It is impossible to measure all modes, all coordinates and all modeshapes due to 

limitations in experimental rig, experimental instrument and software. The other 

route to match the experimental data with the analytical model is by expanding 

measured modes. Expanding measured data involves finite element stiffness and 

mass matrices to fill in missing data. 

Figure 2.1 shows the dimension differences between the experiment and the 

analytical modeshapes. It is assumed that the all corresponding modeshapes 

between the experiment and FE are checked by MAC and arranged before expansion 

methods applied. The target to achieve by expansion method is 2, in figure 2.1. 
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Modes 

Ix 

DOF's 

2X 

Existing and correlating modal data 

Not measurable, Target for expansion 

1f 
Measured, but not corresponding 

fr'`f Calculated, but not corresponding ýf ýf: 

El 
Not measurable 

Figure 2.1 - Dimension differences between experiment and FE modeshapes 

2.7.1 Eigenvector-Mixing Method 

The easiest way to expand measured data is achieved by filling the mode shape 

vector from the finite element model for missing data, when both mode shape 

vectors scaled in the same way. This method may cause discontinuities in the 

resulting mode shape vector. The missing eigenvectors can be replaced by: 

[ý], : 40121.1. 

Modes 

DOF's 

34 
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2.7.2 Kidder's Method 

The most commonly used method for expansion was introduced by Kidder [45]. 
This method is derived from an inverse Guyan reduction. Starting from the 

partitioned eigenvalue problem: 

[Kmm 
] 

[Km. 

c 
- Wr 

[Morin 
I 

[K.,, ] [Kc r [[M, ] 
n 

LMm. c 
0m 

l0 ) 
[M. 

es J Y's r 

{o} (2.77) 

where 

r denotes the r "" mode 

m for master degrees of freedom 

s for slave degrees of freedom 

It can be shown that by substituting the measured eigenvalues and modeshapes, the 

expanded slave degrees of freedom are given by: 

w. c 
[Mc. 

c 

]]-' [[Kcm 1- 
1Vr 

[ 

. cm 

]]f 

x 
01,1 }r (2.78) 

This method has the advantage that by using the partitioned unreduced analytical 

Master and Slave degrees of freedom matrices, the physical connectivity properties 

are imposed directly. The implication of this is that the expansion depends on the 

validity of the original analytical model. 

2.7.3 Expansion using Analytical Modes 

This method was given by Lipkins and Vandeurzen [51] and uses the complete 

eigensolution from the analytical model to expand the measured modes. Thus 
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[01 JX = [01 l', x {u} (2.79) 

This equation shows that the experimental matrix is considered as a linear 

combination of the corresponding analytical matrix. The unknown coefficients can 
be found using the pseudo inverse as: 

{U 1::::::: [01 ]+ 
FE X 

[Y ]X 
(2.80) 

This transformation matrix is used to calculate the missing experimental DOF's: 

[02 ]X = [02IFE X {0 1 (2.81) 

This transformation matrix may also used to smooth the original experimental mode 

shapes as has been shown by Lipkens [51 ]. Thus 

L0l JXs,,,,,,,, n d Lot 
]FE 

X 
{U1 

2.7.4 MAC expansion 

(2.82) 

Lieven [49] introduced a MAC expansion method to find missing experimental 

DOFs using the MAC criterion: 

[02 fýj l 

. 1'l Jn, xm 

[2 

Fl Jil, xm 
X`C 

. \'. 
FE 

'mxni 
(2.83) 

This method can also be used to smooth the experimental modeshapes by replacing 

[01, 
V 

101 ALA 
nitni HF_ »ixm x -ýý"1'C 

]11'IXIII (2.84) 
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2.8 The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is one of the most useful tools in 

numerical analysis and model updating and is very convenient for handling 

imprecise and inexact data. The method is described in [30] and its use in 

optimization in dynamical systems is comprehensively set out by Maia [52]. 

The SVD may be used to solve an equation of the form 

[A] {x} = {b} (2.85) 
MxN Nxl Mxl 

The SVD of an MxNreal matrix [A] is given by 

[A] 
- 

[{u} 
l 1u}2... 

{u)M 
J[] 

[tV}I {V}2... {V)N IT 
= 

[u] [Z] [v]' (2.86) 

(MxN) (A1xA/) (MxN) (NxN) (MxM)(MxN) NxN) 

Where [U] and [V] are orthogonal matrices, so 

[u]7 = [UY, IVY = IV]-' (2.87) 

The columns of [U] and [V] are called the left and right singular vectors, 

respectively and [E] is a rectangular matrix of singular values of the form 

61 

[Y-1 =ý 

0000 

0 
UZ N 

6V 

I 
M-N 

N 

(2.88) 
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where a, are called the singular values, which will be assumed to be arranged in 

decreasing order 

Q1 >62 >.... >6N >O 

From the equation (2.87), equation (2.86) can be rearranged as follows: 

[U]" [A][V ]= [E] 

(2.89) 

(2.90) 

Engineers need to solve least-squares problems very often to find optimal solutions 

when more information is produced than is needed. The optimal solution is to 

minimise the norm II[A]Ix}- {b}] 2 which leads to the following equation derived from 

equation (2.85); 

{x{= [A]+ {b{ 
Nxl NxM Nxl 

where [A] += ([A]T [A]y' [A]' 
NxM NxN NxM 

is the pseudo-inverse of [A] 

(2.91) 

When [A] is ill-conditioned, the SVD will be used to solve the problem. Equation 

(2.90) can be rearranged as: 

[, il +_ ([vl")+ [Y, ] + lul + (2.92) 
VXAI N X\' , 

Vx\r Af Xn1 

and 

[A] +_In [Y-I+ [uJT (2.93) 
\'X: \I V\. \ .\\. \I \/XA/ 

since [U] and [I ] are orthogonal and full rank matrices. Also 
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1/6,0 0 

[ý]+ 
_1/ 

62 0 

0 
0 1/6N 0 

N 
M-N 

N (2.94) 

Pre-multiplying equation (2.85) by [A]+ gives the following equation for the least- 

squares problem: 

{x}= [A]+{b}= [VIE]+[U]' {b} (2.95) 

In ill-conditioned problems, two commonly occurring characteristics of the singular 

values have been observed by Hansen [36]. 

(1) The singular values a, ,I=1,2,....., m decay steadily to zero with no particular 

gap in the spectrum. 

(2) The left and right singular vectors u; 
(U 

= 
[{u}1 {u}2. 

.. 
{u}ti, j) and 

Vi 
(V 

= 
{{v}1 Iv}2... Iv}N Dtend 

to have more sign changes in their elements as the 

index i increases 

Thus, when : -1 is close to being rank deficient (with near-zero singular values) its 

null-space is spanned by vectors with many sign changes. From manipulation of the 

SVD, 

in 

. 18=>6, u, (v'o) 
=1 

(2.96) 
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which shows that the high frequency components have only a small contribution to 

A0 because of the small 6, s. However, the inverse problem of computing 0 from, 

m 

e=Yv; (2.97) 
i=1 6; 

f, = UT b (2.98) 

shows that the noise effects will be amplified when a, < f, . 
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Chapter 3 

Modelling of a Loaded Structure 

3.1 Introduction 

Structural components made of beam and plate elements often find applications in 

the construction of aerospace and mechanical structures. There are some situations 

in which structures are subjected to static load. Vibration response of a structure can 

be critically dependent on the level of static load present in the system, and 

application of loading to an element can have a significant effect on its modal 

behaviour. The static load applied to a structure alters the magnitude of internal 

stresses and causes deflections, therefore changing the dynamic behaviour of a 

structure. Knowledge relating to the changing dynamic behaviour of such plate and 

beam structure is essential for the assessment of the structural failures and optimal 

design. 

Design and development decisions are often based on the predicted and/or measured 

values of the frequencies of the vibration modes of a structure. The physical 

behaviour of a structure is generally represented by Finite Element Models (FEM). 

The dynamic behaviour of a flat beam under various boundary conditions can be 

easily found by using the finite element model. However. achieving an ideal flat 

beam or plate in practice is quite uncommon due to real-world limitations. Dynamic 

analysis gives a close prediction of the measurement for a simple beam using finite 

clement models. However, there could be discrepancies bet\\een analytical and 

experimental results. Achieving a perfect boundary condition means no 
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displacements or rotations but small perturbations in boundary area change the 

dynamic behaviour under testing hence giving rise to differences between 

experimental and analytical results. Therefore, the results obtained from a FE model 

often differ from the experimental results obtained from a vibration test. In this 

chapter, the dynamic behaviour changes arising from a static load and its theoretical 

approach to predict the behaviour will be considered. 

The other concern in this chapter will be static load due to temperature changes. 

There are many engineering applications where different temperatures cause in- 

plane loads. The in-plane thermal loads generally reduce the stiffness of the 

structures, and hence change their dynamic behaviour. Small changes in 

temperature would change the structural dynamics of a structure, but often the 

simplified assumption of a fixed temperature would result in discrepancies between 

experimental and analytical analysis. 

3.2 Theoretical Approach 

3.2.1 Natural Frequencies of Uniform Beam under Axial Force 

The basic equation of motion and its solution can be found from Warbuton [75]. In 

deriving the equation governing free undamped vibrations in flexure of beams it is 

assumed that vibration occurs in one of the principal planes of the beam. The 

effects of rotatory inertia and of transverse shear deformation are neglected. 

In Figure 3.1 BC represents the centre line of the beam during vibration; the 

displacement at any section x at time t is denoted by v. Gravity forces will be 

neglected by measuring the displacement from the position of static equilibrium of 

the beam. The forces and moments on an element of length dx are also sho« n in 

Figure 3.1.; 
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x dx 

---------------- ---- --- --------------------------- 

BC 

Y 

m 
dx 

pA dx 
az2 

at 

X 

am ax ax 

S+ 
as 

dx 
(3x 

Figure 3.1 - Element of beam in flexture and coordinate axes 

Taking moments about the centre line of the element, and resolving for forces in the 

Y-direction. 

S(5x+M- 11+aM(5x 
ax 

where 

S is shear force 

11 is bending moment 

(3.1) 
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This leads to: 

am 
ax (3.2) 

and 

as 
= ö2v 

ax PA ate 
(3.3) 

From the relation between bending moment and curvature and the approximate 

curvature-displacement relation, it can be written as: 

M=-EI 
a2z 

at 

Where 

E= modulus of elasticity; and 

I= area moment of inertia of beam about neutral axis 

(3.4) 

Combining (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) leads to the popular partial differential equation 

describing the dynamic behaviour of a straight two dimensional beam without 

external loading. 

a2, 
EI 

a2v 
= pAa2v (3.5) 

aX 2 aX ý at - 

This can be reduced to: 

äßv 
A 

acv 
EI , 

öx' 
+ 

a, 2=0 
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This can be solved for various boundary conditions. Substituting v(x, t) as the 

product of shape V(x) and harmonic component sin (wt + a) gives: 

v(x, t) = V(x)sin (wt +a) (3.7) 

Substituting equation (3.7) in (3.6) leads to: 

da pAw2 
4-V=0 

(3.8) 
dx EI 

A solution of equation (3.8) of the form: 

V=B eA"' (3.9) 

is satisfactory, if 

24 _ 
pAw2 (3.10) 

° EI 

which has four roots /10 = ±2 and /10 = ±i2 

where 

EI 

So the general equation of motion is: 

V=B, sin 2L + B, cos + B, sinh Ax + B4 cosh l ix (3.12) 
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The four constants, B, ,,, 
B4 

, are determined from the boundary condition 

constraints. 

Equation (3.2) can be modified relatively simply to take account of the effect of a 

time invariant axial load N. This assumes that the transverse deflections during 

vibration are small enough that no time varying axial load needs to be considered: 

S=-Näv+am 
ax ax 

(3.13) 

Using this modified version of shear force we obtain a new partial differential 

equation describing the motion of a bar experiencing an axial load: 

EI 
a, v +Na2v 
a4 axe 

z 
+ pA 

ata, 
=0 (3.14) 

Considering a beam with pinned ends, a solution which satisfies the end conditions 

is: 

v=B sin 
ný 

sin(w�t + a) (3.15) 

This satisfies the equation (3.14), provided that: 

az 

EI n /-r 
-N 

n7C 
-pA ßi,,, 2 0 (3.16) 

1L 

Thus the natural frequencies are liven by: 

i 

11 /7 EI 
, 

"N�, 
L2 

L pA n' Zz EI 
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where EI is the flexural stiffness of the beam, v is the transverse displacement, p is 

the density, A is the cross-sectional area and L is the length of the beam. 

Considering the fundamental mode, n=1, 

11 

w_ ;z2 EI 2N2 
L pA NEL, ier 

(3.18) 

Where Np, ier (Euler bucking load) is: 

n2; T2EI NEuler 
- L2 

for pinned-pinned (3.19) 

If the load applied to the beam is zero, the equation (3.18) can be written as: 

2 nir 
4 EI 

w= 
L pA 

(3.20) 

The natural frequency changes due to axial load applied to a beam can be simplified 

to: 

tit _ ý>> I-N (3 "? 
1) 

n, N n, 0 
NEuler. n 

Note that the load applied N on the equation is a compressive force. ýý h_idrr, n is the 

nth critical buckling load of the structure at which the buckling mode is the same as 

the nth natural mode of vibration. As the compressive load approaches the lowest 

critical buckling load the fundamental natural frequency approaches zero. If the 

axial loads are caused by restraints to thermal expansion. they are proportional to the 
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temperature T which causes this expansion. The equation (3.21) can be expressed as 

Mead [55]. 

22T 
W, 

,o= 
WnN 1- 

TEuler 
(3.22) 

Tjziier. 
n 

is now the nth critical buckling temperature which causes buckling in the 

same nth mode. The equation is still true if the load or temperature becomes 

negative. 

3.2.2 Natural Frequencies of Beam with Bending Moment 

From the equation (3.12) for a uniform beam vibrating at frequency w in flexure is: 

V (x) = B, sin Ax + BZ cos A. ac + B3 sinh Ax + B4 cosh Ax (3.23) 

where 
2 

ý, _pAw EI 
(3.24) 

The coefficient B, can be found in terms of the end displacements and slopes by 

solving the equations: 

IA=B, +B4 

OA = 2B, + 2B3 

V8 =B, sinAl+B, cosAl+B3sinhAl+B4cosh Al 

o _AB, cosAl-AB, sinAl+ß, B3coshAl+AB, sinhAl 
il 

(3.25) 
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to give: 

fib} = [D1 ][v] (3.26) 

where 

ýbýT =[Bl, B2, B3, B4] (3.27) 

and 

Iv) = LVA, Vß, OA, OB) (3.28) 

The element of Matrix [D, ] depends on Al. The applied end forces and moments 

are given in terms of displacement by: 

d2V 
MA = -EI dXZ , 

x=0 

d2V 
MB = E11 

x=! 

(3.29) 

d' VF= 
EI AV 

Fß = -EI 
dV 

dX3 
Jx=ý 

dx 
. r-/ 

Substituting for V from equation (3.23), equations (3.29) can be written: 

[D2 ][b] (3.30) 

where 

[1]T = [F,. FB, 1IIA. MBI (3.31) 

From equations (3.26) and (3.30): 
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w= [J][v} (3.32) 

where 

Ja ih Jc Jar 

[= [D2 )LD1] = 
Jh ja -Jd -Jc 

l 
(3.33) 

Jc _ 
id je 

�. % 

_id 
-icJ. J Je 

ju=- K23 (cos 
/il sinh 21 + sin 2l cosh 21) 

jh = K23 (sin 2l + Binh 2l) 

je =- K22 sin Al sink Al (3.34a) 

id = K22 (cos Al - cosh Al) 

je = KA cos Al sinh Al - sin Al cosh Al 

jf = KA sinAl-Binh2l) 

and 

K= 
EI 

(3.34b) (cos Al cosh Al -1) 

3.2.3 Natural Frequency changes with Thermal Load 

In most cases, aircraft material performance can be significantly altered due to high 

temperature variations. Since thermal load can cause the failure of the aircraft. it is 

very important to know the structural behaviour at different temperatures and to find 

the buckling temperature. However, only pre-buckled regions will be discussed in 

this thesis. 
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In this section, dynamic behaviour changes of the beam at the unbuckled condition 

and theoretical analysis to find thermal buckling temperature will be described. 

3.2.3.1 Natural frequency changes due to Material Property changes 

The theoretical approach for clamped beams can be found in Blevins [12] 

natural frequency equation of a beam is as follows: 

Tj 2 [El 2 

27r L2 m 
i= 1,2,... n 

Where 

The 

(3.35) 

LI' =a dimensionless parameter which is a function of the boundary conditions 

applied to the beam 

L= length of a plate 

i= number of half-waves in mode shape along horizontal axis 

in = mass per unit length of beam 

Area moment of inertia can be found as: 

I_hx 
h3 (3.36) 

12 

where h is the width of plate and h is the thickness. 

Mass for I unit length of beam can be found as: 

in=p,. xAxI=p,, xhxhx1 (13 7) 
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where p, is mass density per unit volume. 

Based on this equation, natural frequencies can be found for various boundary 

conditions and dimensions. 

The material properties can be found as functions of temperature based on their 

apparent rates of change around a standard room temperature of 20'C. 

E(T)=Eo+aE(T-To)=Eo+ßO =E(9) öT 
(3.38) 

where Eo is the standard room temperature, 8 is the linear change in Young's 

modulus with respect to temperature and 0 is the temperature changes. The beam 

dimension with respect to the temperature can be written as: 

L(T) = Lo(l +a9) 

b(T) = bo(l +a8) (3.39) 

h(T) = ho(l +aO) 

where a is the mean coefficient of linear thermal expansion. 

Area moment of inertia with respect to the temperature can rewritten as: 

10= 
b(O)h(e); 

_ 
bo (1 + a8)ho3 (1 + aO)' (3.40) () 

12 12 

Due to thermal expansion, the mass of the beam per unit length is dependent on the 

temperature. 

Assuming that the total mass of the beam remains the same \\ ith changing 

temperature then the mass equation can be written as: 
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mass= povxVo=p, (T)xV(T) (3.41) 

Therefore: 

PV(T) = 
PovVo 

_ 
Po, Loboho 

(3.42) V(T) L(T)b(T)h(T) 

where p0, is the mass density (per unit volume) of the material at the standard room 
temperature. Combining the equation (3.40) and (3.42), the mass density of the 
plate can be expressed as: 

PvýT) _ 
Po, Lo bo ho Po" 

(1 +aO)3 Lobo ho(I +aO)3 

m(®) = 
Po bo (1 + aO)ho (l + aO) 

(l +aO)3 
(3.43) 

The equation (3.34) can be rewritten as combining (3.35-3.42) as follows: 

J ür 
(e) 

- 

IPI' E(0)I(O) 12 

zL(8)2 on (e) j 

T [(Eo+ßo)h(1+ao)1 s' 
(31.44) 

2/7Lä(1 +aO)` 12po,. 

The beam considered in this chapter is shown in Figure 3.2 and is made of mild 

steel. The dimension of the beam was 850* 100mm with 5mm thickness. The red 

sections in figure 3.2 indicates the clamped area for the two sides clamped case, 

making the reduced structure dimension as 650* 100mm ww ith same thickness. 
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850 

100 

Figure 3.2 - The dimension of the beam 

The material properties of this mild steel was E= 212 GPa and p= 7850 kg/m 3 at 

room temperature. Some material properties change with temperature changes. 

Jones [43] gives E= 192 GPa at 300" C linearly reduced from the room temperature. 

For instance, E at 100 "C was evaluated as 206.2857 GPa. The thermal expansion 

coefficient was set as 6* 10 -6 m/ °C. 

(°c) First 

Frequency 

(I; ) 

% 

change 
(Jl ) 

E change 

(, f 

% change 

due to E 

a change 

(ft) 

% change 

due to a 

20 59.43 ------ ----- ----- --- --- 

40 59.21 -0.36 59.22 -0.34 59.41 -0.02 

60 59 -0.73 59.02 -0.68 59.40 -0.05 

80 58.78 -1.10 58.82 -1.03 59.38 -0.07 

100 58.56 -1.47 56.62 -1.38 59.37 -0.1 

Table 3.1 - Theoretical natural frequency changes due to temperature 
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Table 3.1 shows that the natural frequency of the beam decreases as the temperature 
increases. When the temperature increases there are compression stresses on the 
beam causing natural frequency decreases. On the other hand, as the temperature 
decreases, the natural frequency increases due to tensile stresses on the beam. 

Equation (3.443) shows that the natural frequency depends on the Young's Modulus 

and thermal expansion coefficient. Table 3.1 shows the effect of the Young's 

modulus and thermal expansion coefficient due to the temperature changes. The 

effects of Young's modulus changes are determined as by setting the thermal 

expansion coefficient equal to zero. Similarly, the thermal expansion coefficient 

effects are determined by setting Young's modulus equal to zero. Figure 3.3 shows 

that the natural frequency changes when the temperature changes. These 

perturbations are mainly affected by the alteration in Young's modulus. The other 

material properties are assumed not to be affected by temperature changes. 

63.4 

63.2 

N 

63 

u 
c 
d 

62.8 

ca 
62.6 

62.4 

62.2 

ý- Thermal 
Expansion 
Effects 
Only 

Young's 
Modulus 
Effects 
Only 

Thermal 
Expansion 
and 
Young's 
Modulus 
Effects 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Temperature (Degrees C) 

Figure 3.3 Natural frequency changes due to material properties change 
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By plotting equation 3.44 in the range of 20'C to 1600'C, Figure 3.4 shows that the 

natural frequency decreases linearly up to about 430 ° C. The nonlinear effects begin 

after this temperature, and therefore the observations below this temperature are 

considered as linear. However, this equation does not indicate a buckling 

temperature. 

Temperature (Degrees C) 
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Figure 3.4 - Rate of natural frequency changes due to material properties change 

3.2.3.2 Natural Frequency Changes due to thermal load applied to the 

structure 

hhe resulting unit stress under uniform temperature change AT is 

EaIAT F 
ý1 

- ýý A 

vvhere I is the thickness of a structure. 

  

(3.45) 
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The force applied to the structure due to a thermally induced force can be calculated 
by: 

Frem 
_ 

ExaxtxATxA 

(1- v) 
(3.46) 

'Iem is the force applied to the structure at temperature changes AT from room 

temperature. For instance, the force applied at 100°C was calculated as 626N with 
the material properties shown above. The force applied to the structure was used to 

modify each stiffness matrix which will be discussed in the next section. 

(° C) First 

Frequency 

Force 

Applied 

(AAý 

% Changes 

All effects 

included 

(Ai 

% Changes 

20 59.43 --- --- --- --- 
40 59.21 59.1 -0.56 58.9 -0.89 
60 59 58.9 -0.89 58.5 -1.56 
80 58.78 58.6 -1.40 58 -2.41 
100 58.56 58.3 -1.90 57.5 -3.25 

Table 3.2 - Natural frequencies change due to thermal load 

Table 3.2 shows the natural frequency changes between room temperature and the 

other temperature cases due to thermally induced force only applied to the structure 

and combining all effects (material properties change and force applied). It shows 

that natural frequencies for a finite element model at increased temperature are more 

affected by force than material property change. For the closer prediction for 

dynamic behaviour of a structure, all of the effects should be included in the 

calculation. 
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When the fundamental frequency dropped to zero. the flat beam would lose static 

stability. In other words, the system is no longer able to oscillate about that 

equilibrium and it buckles in the mode corresponding to the unstable eigenvector 

[63]. Above the buckling temperature, where the structure is post-buckled, the 

fundamental frequency increases because of the additional stiffness associated with 

the deflected state of the plate. When other modes reach the buckling temperature, 

the modes will be increased as well as fundamental mode. Beyond the critical 

temperature the flat plate must be reconfigured using Newton-Raphson algorithm as 

used in Murphy et al. [61]. However, this thesis only considered the pre-buckled 

region. 

3.3 FE Formulation 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The finite element method (FEM) was introduced in the 1950s as a demand 

requirement for lighter aircraft structures. The method was widely developed and 

improved to solve engineering problems. The exact analysis of the vibration of a 

system with many degrees of freedom is generally difficult, and the associated 

calculations are laborious. Broadly speaking, conventional vibration analysis of 

structures has centred on the low frequency range encompassing the first few 

frequencies. Much literature exists on the standard analytical and numerical 

techniques, such as the FEM. This method is concerned with determining the first 

few natural frequencies and the associated mode shapes. For low frequency 

excitation those modes tend to dominate the displacements and stress levels within 

the structure. 

The edges of the flat plate considered in this chapter are assumed to be clamped in 

such a manner that they remain straight under load and that there is no rotation of 

the plate in the clamps. 
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The other assumptions made for these tests are: 
1) the plate is flat, of uniform thickness, and of homogeneous isotropic material; 
2) all forces-loads and reactions-are in the plane of the plate; 
3) the plate has no load stress beyond the elastic limit; and 
4) the temperature distribution in the plate (both in-plane and through the thickness) 
is uniform. 

There are some potential problems in the finite element model which are: 
(i) the number of measured degrees of freedom is limited and may be different 

from the analytical model; 

(ii) difficulty of measuring rotational degrees of freedom; 

(iii) limited number of identified mode shapes; 

(iv) complex mode shapes obtained; 

(v) unmodelled errors in measurement (noise, nonlinearity etc); and 
(vi) poor modal analysis of the experimental results. 

Due to the limitations of the finite element model, the prediction of structural 

dynamic behaviour is not always adequately correlated with the experimental 

results. Prediction of material properties, geometry of a structure and some 

assumptions can cause significant errors in finite element models. These factors can 

be updated and corrected using model updating techniques, which will be discussed 

in the next chapter, to correlate with the experimental results. 

3.3.2 Elemental Matrix Formulation 

Starting from a uniform elastic bar of length L, with elastic modulus E and cross- 

sectional area . -1 described in Figure 3.5. 
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F, F 

Figure 3.5 - Nodal forces associated with deformation of a two-node bar element 

The force acting on the node can be calculated from Hooke's law for stress-strain 

relationships: 

FL 
AE 

(3.47) 

The stretching induced by the force at each end can be represent by (5, = it, and 

'52 =U2 then: 

F�=F, 1= 
AE 
L u, and '12=F22= 

AE 
L u2 (3.48) 

1l, 

Where F,, is the force at node i (i = 1,2) associated with displacement of node j (j = 

1,2). 

The results can be written in matrix format using the sign convention that forces and 

displacements are positive in the same direction. 

F'ý 1- Fý , 
]111 

_ 
F, AE 1 -1 z 1, 

_ 
F, 

-l) 
-F E� 1 

iF2 or L 

1-1 

1 U2 F, 
21 __ 

The general elemental stiffness matrix can be represented as: 
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[K]o, = f([B]'[E][B]) dV 

where 

[B] is the strain-displacement matrix: and 
[E] is the material property matrix. 

(3.50) 

To obtain [B] for the bar element, the axial displacement u for an arbitrary point on 

the bar can be written as: 

{u} -L -x x u, 
LL 

11 
U2 

or u =[N] {d} (3.51) 

where N is called the shape function matrix and d is the vector of element nodal 

DOF. 

Thus for the 2D beam: 

a z, -X ýBý-Ox IL x1 [II 
L] ,) 

LLL 
(3.52) 

Young's modulus, E, represents the elastic modulus for a bar element, then equation 

(3.50) can be rewritten as: 

I/L 

IIL L L]A 
dx = 

AE[ 11 -1] (3.53) 
L 

The lateral displacement of a beam \\-ith lateral and rotational load (shown in figure 

3.6) can be represented by: 
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v, 

{v} = {N, N2 N3 N4 } 
e' 

= [N]{d } (3.54) 
v2 

9z 

The 4 relationships between general lateral displacement v and the end displacement 

are: 

3x2 2x3 
N, =l-LZ+L3 

2x2 x3 N2=x- 
L 

+L2 

3x2 2x3 
N3 = L2 L3 

x2 x3 N=--+- 4Z 

(3.55) 

Each N, states the deflected shape associated with a particular end translation or 

rotation. 

The strain-displacement matrix B is therefore: 

[Bý_ ra,, [N1 1__6 +12x _4+6x 
6_ 12x 2+ 62 

(3.56) 
L L2 L3 L L- L2 LLL 

The equation (3.50) for beam element can be written as: 

{Ki, = $[B]" EI[B] ýIr -3.57) 
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A 2-D beam is a combination of a bar element and a simple plane beam element. It 

resists axial stretching, transverse shear force and bending in one plane. By 

combining equation (3.56) and (3.57), the elemental stiffness matrix for the 2-D 

beam element becomes: 

12EI/L3 6EI/L2 

l_ 6E1/L2 4EI/L 
LKJ` 

-12E1/L3 - 6E1 / L2 

6EI / L2 2EI /L 

-12EI/L3 6EI/L2 

-6 EI / L2 2 EI IL 

12EIlL3 -6EI/LZ 

- 6EI 1 L2 4EI /L 

(3.58) 

Combining (3.53) and (3.58) to find the elemental stiffness for a full 2D beam 

element which can resist shear and moments as well as axial load gives: 

AE 
0 0 _ 

AE 
0 0 

L L 
12 EI 6 EI 12 EI 6 EI 

0 
L3 L2 

0 - L3 L2 
6 EI 4EI 6EI 2 EI 

K_ ] 
0 

L2 L2 
0 _ L2 L 

` AE 
- 0 0 

AE 
0 0 

L L 
l 2EI 6EI 12EI 6EI 

0 - L3 - L2 
0 

L3 _ L2 
6EI 2EI 6EI 4E1 

0 
L2 L 

0 - L2 L 

(3.59) 

This is the well known and very widely used Euler-Bernouli formulation for a two 

dimensional cubic beam element. 

A similar method is used to calculate the elemental mass matrix. 
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Figure 3.6 - Beam under lateral and rotational loading 

3.3.3 Stress-Stiffness Matrix 

The term `stress-stiffening' refers to a coupling between membrane stress and lateral 

displacements associated with bending. The bending stiffness of a beam is 

decreased by compressive membrane stress, and increased by tensile stress. 

Sufficiently large compressive stress reduces the bending stiffness to zero which 

causes structural buckling. 

The method to evaluate stress stiffness matrix for a beam element is described b\ 

Cook [21 ]. The strain of a beam in bending with only the normal stresses taken as 

contributing to the energy stored, is given by: 

aua a-,, 
ý. v &-2cx 

(3.61) 
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where uo is the axial change in length, v(x) is the transverse displacement and 1' is 

the distance form the neutral axis. 

The strain energy is given by: 

2 xX2dV (3.62) U; =Efs 
v 

Substituting equation (3.61) into equation (3.62) gives: 

Z 

Uý _E 

NO a2Z 

y+1 
a'' 

2 

dV (3.63) 
2v ax ax 2 ax 

For constant cross sectional area A, expanding and omitting higher order terms 

gives: 

E'" auo EI ' ä2v EA'" au0 cýv 
Z 

jIU; J dx +-2 dx +J- dx 
20 ax 20 öx 20 ax ax 

Recalling the equation (3.54): 

v1 
3x2 2x3 2x2 x3 3x2 2x3 x2 x3 

01 
{V}= I- +3 x- +z- -+ 

L2 LL L2 LLLLv, 

e, 
Differentiating with respect to x gives: 

öv 
- 

6x+6x2 
1_ 

4x+3x3 6x_ 6x2 
OY L2 L3 L L2 L2 L3 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

V1 

2x 3X 0 

-+2 (3.66) LL "Z 

e, 
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and differentiate again with respect to x gives: 

alv 6 12x 
ax 2 L2 L3 

4 6x 6 12x 
L+ Lz L2 - L3 

v1 

2 6x e, 
L+L2 

11 

v2 
(3.67) 

e2 

Putting equation (3.66) and (3.67) into (3.64) and minimising the total potential 

energy with respect to the nodal displacements leads to the elemental beam stress 

stiffening matrix: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 L 6 L 

0 0 _ 5 10 5 10 
L 2L2 L L2 

F [K 
0 

10 15 
0 

10 30 
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 L 6 L 
0 _ _ 0 _ 5 10 5 10 

L L2 L 2 L2 
0 _ 0 

10 30 10 15 
. 

(3.68) 

where F the axial force and is positive in tension. [K], ' is consistent because it is 

based on the same shape function as the elemental stiffness matrix at zero loading. 

The elemental stiffness matrix under F can be written as: 

[K],, = [K]""' + [K]e (3.69) 
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3.4 Possible Loading Cases 

It is possible to think of a number of situations where a structure would experience a 

wide range of loading while in service, due to a combination of design loads and 

environmental conditions, for instance; 

1) lack of straightness due to poor construction, warping, sagging etc.; 
2) composites materials with different stiffnesses subjected to imperfection in 

manufacture; 

3) joint behaviour; 

4) pre-stressing; and 

5) deflection due to loading e. g. the difference between ground based and in flight 

behaviour of helicopters and aeroplanes and variable loading on bridges etc. 

The effect of thermal loading on structures with fixed supports or those Nvith a 

combination of static indeterminacy and different material types is a good example 

as well. 

3.5 Dynamic Behaviour due to Thermal Loading 

Temperature effects and thermal deformations are important considerations due to 

the changes they induce in the dynamic behaviour of structures. The computational 

aspect of heat transfer in structures and materials must be considered in structural 

design because non-uniform and non-linear effects have a significant effect on 

dynamic behaviour. Therefore, accurate prediction of the thermal response of 

structural components is required. 

Often, the dynamic response is complicated by in-plane loads resulting from either 

mechanical compression or elevated temperatures. These loads degrade the lateral 

stiffness of the structure and may result in buckling which may cause failure of an 
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engineering structure. Tauchert [69] and Thornton [70] reviewed various methods 
to find the buckling temperature for plates and shells. They also explained the 
dynamic behaviour of a structure before and after buckling temperature. Several 
investigators have shown that thermoelastic buckling may occur even when the 

entire boundary of the plate is unrestrained in the xy plane. In particular, Gossard et 
al. [29] utilized the Rayleigh-Ritz method to calculate the critical load for a simply 

supported plate under a "tent-like" distribution of temperature. The "tent-like" 

temperature distribution will be discussed in the next chapter. Mead [56] explained 
the buckling temperature and its dynamic behaviour when the flat plate is heated at 
different rates. When the plate centre is heated relative to its edges, (same as "tent- 

like") the central region is compressed and its modal curvatures and deflections tend 

to increase. When the plate centre is cooled (edges are hotter than the centre) the 

edges are compressed and their curvatures and deflections tend to increase. Mead 

found that the plate edges compressed due to a negative central temperature are 

much more susceptible to buckling than the central region of the plate when 

compressed due to a positive temperature. 

Thermal buckling of a simply supported rectangular plate under a temperature field 

that produces a combined action of plane compressive, tensile and shear thermal 

stresses was studied by Bargmann [9]; closed-form approximate solutions for 

stability boundaries were derived. 

Woon [80,81 ] found that natural frequencies decrease as temperature increases 

because the in-plane compression caused by the thermal loads decreases the 

effective stiffness of the structure. He used a rectangular plate under a free-free- 

free-free (F-F-F-F) configuration and a clamped (clamped-free-free-free) plate 

configuration for experimental comparison. He found that even a small temperature 

variation results in a significant change in the natural frequencies which impact on 

the dynamic behaviour of a structure. Also, he found that the frequency shifts are 

significantly higher in the clamped plate than in the free plate, which indicates that 

boundary conditions are influential. Increasing the temperature will cause a 
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decrease in the matrix properties and thus a reduction in the Young's modulus. This 

will reduce the effective flexural stiffness of the plate and thus reduce the 

fundamental natural frequency of a plate. It is found that the temperature- 

dependence of Young's modulus is the dominant factor influencing the variation in 

natural frequencies. Galea [27] indicated that the introduction of the coefficient of 

thermal expansion caused non-linearities in the free vibration problem due to plate 

stress stiffening and initial geometric imperfections when temperature distributions 

are applied. However, the thermal expansion coefficient causes a very small 

increase in natural frequency, and this is overshadowed by the Young's modulus 

effect. It is crucial to have an accurate experimental data set for investigating the 

dynamic behaviour of a specific structure. It is important that a stable ambient 

temperature environment is achieved prior to and during the taking of modal data 

measurements. Also, applying accurate material properties are crucial. All 

engineering materials are non-linear, and it is not feasible to characterise a non- 

linear material by a single set of equations for the entire range of this condition 

(temperature changes). It is important to take an account of the coupling between 

thermal and mechanical behaviour. 

Similarly, Murphy et al. [601 showed that the natural frequency decreases as the 

temperature increases using a flat plate. He used a new stable equilibrium method, 

incorporating the Newton-Raphson algorithm. This was accomplished by 

perturbing the initial guess vector along the unstable eigenvector (i. e. in the direction 

of the buckling mode). This allows the routine to find the new stable, non-zero 

equilibrium position about which the system will be linearised for the natural 

frequency calculation. 

3.6 Conclusion 

The theoretical approach to predict structural dynamic behaviour can be achieved 

through the 'equations of motion' for simple structures such as beams, shells and 
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plates. However, the requirement to predict the dynamic characteristics of large and 

complicated structures has brought about the development of the finite element (FE) 

method. The finite element method is a rapid and easy way to predict the dynamic 

behaviour of a structure and hence is widely used in engineering fields. The FE 

method should predict the structural dynamics as accurately as possible to minimise 

the errors from actual testing and to reduce the time and human effort. However, the 

method can not produce an exact correspondence with the actual structure testing 

results due to various assumptions during the process: choice of element type, 

omission of important details, mismodelling and over-simplified geometric inputs 

such as material properties and dimensions. 

The fundamental principle of the FE method is to divide a complicated structure into 

small subregions or `elements'. Each elemental mass and stiffness matrix is 

assembled into the global matrices by considering connectivity and the boundary 

conditions. To be able to carry out an updating process, elemental matrices should 

be achieved analytically. The effect of force on the element matrices was also 

addressed by means of the stress-stiffness matrix. Perfect boundary conditions mean 

there is no rotation and displacement, but often this outcome cannot be achieved due 

to real world limitations producing an axial force and moments around the boundary 

area. 

Thermal loads can have a significant effect on structural dynamic behaviour. The 

FE analysis under thermal load should include the material property change as well 

as introducing an axial force into the structure to make it more reliable. 

The analytical approach is a convenient tool to predict structural dynamic 

characteristics. However, the FF. method should be validated by experimental 

results to overcome the limitations and disadvantages of the technique. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Work 

4.1 Introduction 

The dynamics of a structure can be predicted by finite element models, which can 

give quite close predictions to measured results under ideal conditions. 
Nevertheless it is found that there are great differences between experiment and 

analytical models. The cause of the discrepancies could be either finite element 

modelling errors or experimental errors. The errors caused during an experiment 

could include incorrectly realised boundary conditions, structural modification and 

residual stresses occurring during the manufacturing process, signal processing 

errors and from the coupled dynamics between the shaker and the structure. 

Even if there are some errors in experimental results, it is often assumed that 

experimental values produce better predictions for structural dynamic behaviour 

than initial analytical predictions. However, to achieve more realistic and reliable 

results, all the experimental errors should be considered and the analytical model 

should be modified and updated. 

The first experimental case considered in this chapter is a simple dynamic test using 

20 identical plates before and after an annealing process. The annealing process 

could be introduced during the manufacturing process hence altering the structural 

dynamics. This chapter sho\\s that removal of residual stresses through an 

annealing process can have a significant influence on the structural behaviour. 
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The second experimental case considers the basic beam element under various 

temperatures and is then compared with its analytically predicted counterpart. 
The temperature distribution along the plate is monitored during the experiment, and 
its application into the finite element model is described. 

The last experiment concerns a beam element identically specified both in geometry 

and material properties at the time of ordering from a manufacturer. The experiment 

shows there exists variability between testing two identical structures sourced from 

different manufacturers. Also, the experiment shows that the test carried out during 

different times of the day cause significant changes in structural dynamics due to 

ambient temperature changes. This shows that small variations in the experimental 

setup have a large effect on structural dynamics, and suggests that all possible 

changes/errors during the experiment should be monitored and applied into the 

analytical model to achieve a better structural design and its development. 

4.2 Annealing 

Structural design and development are often decided based on the predicted 

responses from analysis, but it is known that variability can affect our ability to 

measure these conditions. There is some evidence [5,6,78,16,17.35] that different 

realisations of a given engineering product, such as fabricated structures. may sho\\ 

significant variation in their dynamic characteristics, even though they are made to a 

common design with nominally common materials and manufacturing processes. 

This can result in an inability to predict the dynamic response of a structure 

accurately or to design it so as to avoid any undesirable responses. Inadequate 

understanding of design limits can also result in the need for excessive design 

`factors' to ensure adequate strength and fatigue life. 

Residual stresses are an inescapable concomitant of manufacturing and fabrication 

processes and they can impact dramatically on machining operations and on 

structural integrity. Their origins and consequences should therefore he considered 
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during design, and routes to minimise the magnitude of tensile residual stresses 

should be actively sought. [42] 

It has been established by Brunelle and Robertson [14] that residual stresses affect 
the flexural stiffness and in turn the dynamic and stability characteristics of isotropic 

plates, and similarly for composite materials by Almeida and Hansen [3]. The 

residual stresses in a plate may be induced externally - due to the environment such 

as increased/decreased environment temperature and/or moisture absorption, and 
internally - due to manufacturing processes where temperature gradients in cooling 

affect the structure's formation. 

The simple experiment performed here investigates the effects on residual stresses 
introduced during the manufacturing process. The dimension of the 20 Plates are 
200 x 120 x1 mm, and they were placed inside a Kiln to be annealed 

simultaneously. The modulus of elasticity and density for the mild steel used in the 

experiment were assumed to be 2.12 x 10 " N/m 2 and 7850 kg/m 3 respectively. 

The plates were heated up to 980'C and kept at this temperature for eight hours to 

ensure constant heat distribution all over the plates. The temperature was chosen to 

relieve the residual stress around the plate i. e. above the austenite boundary for mild 

steel at 912'C. The plates were then gradually cooled overnight to minimise the 

quenching. On the next day the plates were tapped carefully and separated where 

the plates were stuck together due to the annealing process. The plates on either end 

of the stack had suffered severe carbon migration and oxidation on their surfaces 

and these were not used for the further tests. Also, some of the plates %%ere stuck 

together in the middle of the stack and these were not used for the test. The 

remaining plates were examined and curvature occurred along the plates with a 

maximum of 2mm curvature at the middle of the plate as shown in figure 4.1. Half 

of the plates curved in the lengthwise direction. whilst the remaining, half of the 

plates curved in a breadthwise direction. The curvature was caused by the stresses 

introduced during the manufacturing process of the plates. During rolling, the flat 

plate is wound onto a drum in its austenite state. When purchasing plate material, 
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sections are unrolled and flattened causing work hardening. Figure 4.1 shows that 

metal sheets may have different properties in different directions due to the original 

rolling process influencing the grain direction. 

ý_ 

--------------------------- 

Lengthwise Deformation Breadthwise Deformation 

Figure 4.1 - Bending of plates after annealing 

Table 4.1 shows the natural frequencies differences between experimentally 

evaluated and analytically predicted results at free-free boundary conditions. Table 

4.1 clearly shows that most of frequencies match closely - with an overall trend 

showing lower experimental frequencies than the corresponding analytical values. 

Figure 4.2 shows the MAC between the experimental and analytical modeshapes. 
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Mode Number Experimental Frequencies 

(Average) 

FE Predicted Frequencies 

1 124.8 134.3 

2 134.2 139.2 

3 311.2 316.6 

4 365.0 374.4 

5 378.3 384.4 

6 465.6 473.0 

7 559.0 565.3 

8 671.8 677.5 

9 761.0 757.9 

Table 4.1 - Experimentally evaluated and analytically predicted natural frequencies 

before annealing process 
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Figure 4.2 - MAC between experiment and FE 
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Table 4.2 shows clearly that the annealed plates systematically have increased 

natural frequencies. This result would tend to indicate that the Young's modulus 
inside of the structure had stiffened the plate, and hence increased the measured 
frequencies. However, it is readily accepted that although the yield stress of a 

material is reduced by the annealing process the Young's modulus is unaltered in the 

elastic region [47]. At the atomic level the crystalline structure has changed from a 

body centred austenite, the latter being more ductile and less brittle. It is for this 

reason that austenite materials are used for cold working. 

Mode Un-annealed Plate 

(Average) 

Annealed plate 

(Average) 

% Increase 

1 124.8 132.8 6.4 

3 311.2 318.4 2.3 

4 365.0 373.5 2.3 

5 378.3 386.0 2.1 

6 465.6 475.2 2.1 

8 671.8 678.0 0.9 

Table 4.2 - Comparison for natural frequencies between un-annealed and annealed 

plate 

Table 4.3 shows the first experimental bending modes in each direction. This 

clearly shows that the bending frequency about the axis of the curvature is largely 

changed, whereas the bending modes acting in an anticlastic sense have 

considerably less affected through annealing process. 
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Bending Un-annealed Plate Annealed Plate 
Direction (Average) Lengthwise Breadth« ise 

Lengthwise 124.8 138.4 129.6 
Breadthwise 465.6 477.4 468.5 

Table 4.3 - Experimental bending modes in each direction before and after annealing 

An annealing treatment is often used to reduce hardness and to achieve better 

ductility. It may have several meanings. In alloys that do not undergo a phase 

change on heating it is most often used to denote the process of recrystallisation of a 

metal which has been cold worked so that the atomic lattice is in a strained condition. 
The strained lattice possesses more energy than it would in the unstrained 

configuration, to which it will readily revert on heating, or annealing [78]. 

Typical machining processes such as milling, grinding, pressing forging, cutting, 

rolling and drilling, will introduce residual stresses in a manufactured structure. 
This simple experiment the reveals that removal of residual stresses introduced 

during the manufacturing process converts the structure to its original curved state, 

and alters the dynamic behaviour of the structures. 

The significant finding from this experiment was that although significant changes 

occurred to the structure at the microscopic level after the annealing process, the 

perturbation in dynamic behaviour was not due to this change but due to the 

geometric deformation in the linear region. 

It is possible to extend this principle to ageing structures. since work hardening «iII 

occur in structures over time. Geometric deformation could occur in a structure 

through either static or dynamic loads applied - which could cause plasticity and 

subsequent work hardening. 
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The simple experiment has shown that the residual stresses were removed by the 
annealing process and converted the structure to its original curved state. The 

experiment indicates that small deformations in the structure through the annealing 
process can cause significant changes to the dynamic behaviour. The experiment 
showed that the natural frequencies in annealed plates matched more closely - than 
those in its un-annealed state - to the analytical model. In other words, the residual 
stresses in un-annealed plate should be included into an analytical model to predict 
the dynamic behaviour more accurately. 

4.3 Experimental Procedure under Thermal Load 

Experimental testing is an important step in the investigation of structural dynamic 

behaviour. Often, finite element models can predict the dynamic behaviour of a 

structure but the modelled response may be different from the real response. 
Therefore, it is important to perform experimental work and compare the results 

with the analytical model. 

The experimental work in this section was performed on a simple beam made of 

mild steel measuring 850mm long, 100mm wide and 5mm deep. The beam was 

tested at various temperatures and with different boundary conditions. The shape 

and dimensions were chosen so that the structure was easy to model both 

experimentally and analytically. The material properties of this mild steel are E_ 

212 Gpa, v=0.3, p =7850kg/m3 a=16.7x10-6 (m/m)/° C. 

The beam was tested in the free-free condition to compare the results Nv ith analy ticul 

values and check the material properties of a real testing specimen. The beam under 

free-free testing had 2 holes at the end of the beam connected to very lo\\ stiffness 

strings. After testing in the free-free condition, the beam was tested \vith t\\o sides 

clamped. The 100mm each side of the beam that was clamped effectively made the 

beam length 650mm as sho\v n in figure 3.2. 
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A Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) was used in the experiment, because 

conventional transducers can not be used at a high temperature. The principle of 

operation of an LDV is based on the measurement of the doppler shift between the 
incident beam and the reflected beam scattered back by the vibrating surface. A PC- 

based system was used to control the vibrometer and to perform data acquisition and 

processing. 

After testing at room temperature with different boundary conditions, the beam was 

tested at various temperatures with two ends clamped. Two I kW heating elements, 

which were 605 mm long, were used to heat the structure up to 100 degrees Celsius 

in steps of 20 degrees Celsius. Two heating elements were placed, as shown in 

Figure 4.3, to heat up both sides at the same rate. Temperature profiles were 

measured by type 4K thermocouples placed on each side of the structure to derive 

the temperature distributions along the beam. One of the thermocouples placed on 

the front face was used for controlling the temperature as it was connected to relays 

in series with the heating elements. This was to ensure that the plate surface 

temperature would remain at a certain temperature. Figure 4.4 shows half of the 

beam for the thermocouple placement and the reference point for the temperature 

control. The experimental testing was carried out 5 minutes after the target 

temperature was reached to ensure that the heating was spread over all the plate. It 

should be noted that the temperature was lower at each end of the plate due to 

shorter lengths of heating elements and conduction into blocks. This will be 

discussed in the next section. Special heat insulation tape was used to protect the 

wires and instruments. 
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Figure 4.3- Heating elements placement 

4.4 Experiment Errors 

Defining the error analysis for an experimental data collection is fundamental to the 

realisation of validated models. During the experiment, there were several aspects 

of the system that deviated from the idealisations of the model. Every aspect should 

be considered to achieve a better and more realistic result from the experiment. and 
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this will provide the fundamental information required to achieve confidence in the 
experiment design. 

Often, boundary conditions and joints cause the discrepancies betý\een the 

experiment and analytical values. The test specimen was clamped within a speciall` 
designed structure to make sure the test specimen was perfectly clamped. However. 

the testing specimen and the clamping structure themselves cannot be perfect which 
causes pre-stress in the material. Even with careful setup perfectly clamped 

conditions between the beam and the clamping structure could result in twisting and 
bending of the beam, therefore resulting in changes in the natural frequencies. 

These common error have been considered by many researchers in the past 
[7,8,17,35]. The other error found before carrying out the dynamic testing was the 

temperature variation along the plate. The test specimen was tested under various 

temperature cases from 200C to 100°C in steps of 200C and temperature \\ hilst 

measuring variation along the plate was found. 

Before moving into a deeper investigation for the test specimen under various 

temperature cases, the structural behaviour at a higher temperature was investigated 

by using a thinner structure than the test specimen. The new testing beam had 

dimensions of 2mm thickness, 650mm long and 100mm width of effective testing 

area in the clamped structure. The test was performed under the same experiment 

set-up as the original test specimen. The new test specimen was chosen because it 

was more directly affected by the heating elements, and clearly shows the 

temperature variation along the plate. 

The analytical and experimental work was assumed to have the same temperature 

distributions along the beam and through the thickness. but there %\as in fact a 

temperature variation along the beam as shown in Figure 4.5 at the 100° C settings. 

It was significant that there were high temperature variations along the beam - 

higher temperature at the middle of the beam (longitudinally) and lower at the end 

of the beam due to the short heating elements. Also. it \\ as sho\\ n that there \\ ere 
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temperature variations between the middle and top of the plate because the heating 

elements were placed in the middle of the plate. The temperature variations in 

between the middle and top of the plate were smaller than the variation along the 

centre line of the plate. 

Temperature variation was also observed along the length of the heating elements. 

which were parallel to the plate. This constraint meant that the heating elements did 

not produce uniform heat along the entire length and compromised the assumption 
in the analytical model that the structure was in uniform temperature even if the 

heating elements were of the sufficient length to span the structure. 
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Figure 4.5 - Temperature variations in the 2mm testing beam 

The experimentally obtained result was compared with finite element analysis. 

Figure 4.6 shows that the natural frequencies change due to temperature variations 

for both the analytical and in the experimental models. Several analytical models 

were constructed in NASTRAN [59] for comparison with the experimental results. 
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Case 1) AII uniform : 100'C temperature distribution throughout the beam. 

Case 2) Tent-like : Temperature was distributed in a tent-like manner. e. g. higher 

temperature in the middle and centre of the beam while top/bottom and the edges of 
the beam were at a lower temperature, as shown in Figure 4.3. 

Case 3) X uniform and Y variable : Temperature along the long edges was 

unchanged with a linear gradient from 80'C to 100°C from the top and bottom 

edges. 

Case 4) X variable and Y uniform : Temperature along the long edges was changed 

from 35°C to 100 °C while the temperature between the top and bottom of the beam 

was unchanged. 
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As shown in Figure 4.6, the analytical model produced different natural frequencies 

depending on temperature distributions along the beam. Small discrepancies exist in 

the low modes, but the differences increased at higher mode numbers. The 

differences between all-uniform and tent-like temperature distribution at mode I 

was quite close, but the differences increased to 30% at mode 5. The mo sets of 

results produced consistent patterns with significant discrepancies. The 

experimental result lay inside of these two results, but close to the pattern of case 4. 

The experiment showed small discrepancies in the Y axis while large differences in 

the X axis, therefore producing a similar pattern to case 4. The pattern found from 

the 2mm beam structure was applied to the analytical model for the original test 

specimen. This will be discussed in the next chapter in more in detail. 

The plate was also instrumented with high temperature strain gauges, for static 

measurements. Static strain measurements were read directly from a strain gauge 

multi-channel data logger. The strain measurements showed that the beam was 

deflected but this effect was ignored due to the very small deflection of the beam. 

It is important to consider these factors before carrying out the real test, because a 

small modification in testing process including a perturbation to the test specimen 

may alter the dynamic behaviour greatly. 

4.5 Comparison Between Experiment and Analytical Results 

Comparison and correlation between experimental and analytical results plays an 

important role in model updating. because the initial finite element model can not be 

updated without favourable initial correlation between two sets. Often, an en<(ineer 

determines how close two models are by comparing and correlating their natural 

frequencies and modeshapes. In the following section. correlation methods for 

natural frequencies and modeshapes will be discussed. 
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4.5.1 Experimental and Analytical Results for Free-Free Plate Testing 

The first experiment was carried out under free-free testing. Table 4.4 compares the 

natural frequencies of the experiment and analytical values derived using the Calfem 

FE package [18]. The plate was modelled using seventeen 2D beam elements as 

shown in figure 4.7. The comparison clearly shows the experimental and analytical 

natural frequencies matched quite closely. 

Mode Experiment 

(Hz) 

Calfem 

(Hz) 

% Difference 

1 34.2 34.8 1.2 

2 95.5 95.8 0.3 

3 187.5 188.0 0.3 

4 310.4 310.5 0.1 

Table 4.4 - Experimental and analytical natural frequency comparison for 

free-free beam 

v 

65mm 

fº; x 

850mm 

Figure 4.7 - Free-free 17 element beam 
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4.5.2 Experimental Results for Clamped Testing 

After testing under free-free conditions, the beam was clamped at the ends and 
tested as shown in Figure 4.3 to find out the dynamic behaviour changes due to 
thermal loading. Table 4.5 illustrates how natural frequencies change from room 

temperature to 100° C. Table 4.6 shows the percentage changes in natural frequency 

from room temperature to 100 0C and shows a greater effect on the lower modes 
than the higher modes. All natural frequencies decrease as temperature increases 

due to the compressive load applied to the structure which in turn reduces the 

structural stiffness 

Mode 

20°C 

(Hz) 

40°C 

(Hz) 

60°C 

(Hz) 

80°C 

(Hz) 

100°C 

(Hz) 

1 60.5 59.2 57.9 56.9 56.2 

2 147.0 142.1 135.5 132.4 130.0 

3 316.4 312.5 309.5 308.0 307.5 

4 532.6 527.3 522.7 520.1 519.4 

Table 4.5 - Change in natural frequencies with temperature for clamped beam 

Mode 20°C 40°C 60°C 80°C 100°C 

1 - -2.1 -4.3 -6.0 -7.1 

2 - -3.5 -7.8 -9.9 -11.6 

3 - -1.2 -2.2 -2.7 -2.8 

4 - -1.0 -1.9 -2.3 -2.5 

Table 4.6 - Percentage changes due to temperature change 
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Figure 4.8 shows the FRFs between each temperature cases. As described in the 
previous chapter, the natural frequencies decreased as temperature increased. The 
beam has non-uniform thermal in-plane stresses during the experiment, especially at 
high temperature, causing some parts to be compressed while others are stretched. 
Thermal loading caused higher compression in the centre of the beam while the ends 
of the beam are less. 
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Figure 4.8 - Natural frequency changes with different temperature 

4.5.3 Comparison Between Model and Experimental Natural Frequencies 

The most obvious and common comparison method for experiment and analytical 

modes is by natural frequencies. The common way to compare the experiment and 

analytical model is by plotting each natural frequency in on an x-y plot. By plotting 
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two sets on one graph, it is possible to see the degree of correlation between the two 

sets. If the points lie on the straight line of unit gradient, the natural frequencies 

match exactly. If the points lie on a different slope then the material properties for 

the analytical model must be examined carefully. If the two sets of natural 
frequencies lie scattered widely about a straight line, a thorough examination of both 

test and analysis is normally required. Figure 4.9 shows the correlated natural 
frequencies between experiment and analytical results for the clamped-clamped 

condition at room temperature. This comparison was carried out in order from the 

lowest to highest natural frequencies without considering modeshape correlation. 
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Figure 4.9 - Natural frequency comparison by plotting two sets 

Figure 4.10 shows the comparison between the experiment and analytical model for 

various temperature conditions. As the mode number and temperature increases, 

discrepancies between two sets increases. The differences will be reduced by model 

updating which will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Figure 4.10 - Natural frequency comparison between experiment and finite element 

model 

4.5.4 Comparison Between Model and Experimental Modeshapes 

The natural frequency comparison applies a frequency comparison in numerical 

order. Often, the modes are shifted or swapped, and a modeshape comparison needs 

to be carried out at the same time as the natural frequency comparison. 

The most common way to compare two sets of modeshapes is using the MAC as 

described in chapter 2. 

Figure 4.11 shows the MAC between the experimental and the analytical 

modeshapes. It clearly demonstrates all the modeshapes correspond closely. 
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Figure 4.11 - MAC between experiment and FE Model 
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Mode 20°C 40°C 60°C 80°C 100°C 

1 0.938 0.897 0.89 0.879 0.872 

2 0.985 0.932 0.946 0.938 0.928 

3 0.983 0.959 0.957 0.958 0.95 

4 0.978 0.954 0.957 0.958 0.948 

Table 4.7 - MAC numbers for each case 

Table 4.7 shows the MAC values for each temperature case. It demonstrates that the 

MAC values were degraded as the temperature increased. 
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MAC is used to determine the amount of similarity or dissimilarity between two 

modal vectors, but does not show individual DOF comparison. Another comparison 

method is by plotting the deformed shape of the experiment and analytical model. 

An engineer can overlay two different sets of deformed shape and compare the sets. 

Figure 4.12 shows the analytical eigenvectors derived from FE and figure 4.13 

shows the corresponding experimental deformed shapes. 
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Figure 4.12 - Deformed shape for finite element model 
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Figure 4.13 - Deformed shape for experiment 

However, there may exist differences between the two sets of modeshapes and 

visual inspection rarely explains why differences occur. The common way to find 

out the differences in modeshapes is by comparing, each DOF. The easiest way to 

compare each DOF between experiment and analytical values is by plotting one 

modeshape against the other on an x-y plot. Each point on the graph illustrates the 

specific coordinates on the models, and it should lie on the slope of I if the two sets 

of eigenvectors are close. An alternative approach is to superimpose the modeshape 
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difference on a plot of the geometry. If the points are widely scattered, there may be 
inaccuracy or the two modes do not relate to the same mode. 

If the points lie close to a straight line of slope other than unity, then either one or 
other mode shape is not mass-normalised or there is some other form of scaling 

error in the data. The mass-nomalisation can be performed by multiplying one of 
the eigenvectors by the Modal Scale Factor (MSF). The MSF is: 

MSF(exp, FE)= 
n [ýexp]j 

LOFE JT 
/ [L 

J-'E1, 
[o 

EJ/T (4.2) 

The MSF can be expressed in two different ways depending on which is taken as the 

reference eigenvector. 

The other way to mass-normalise the eigenvector is by comparing and matching the 

highest eigenvector. Often, the error occurs due to high discrepancies between two 

sets of eigenvectors, and can be arranged by : 

loexp ji 

arg e. %l 
=aX L01"7i J/arg es! 

(4.3) 

The factor a must be multiplied by all other finite element eigenvectors, and it can 

be derived from either the finite element or experimental model. 

Figure 4.14 shows the two sets of eigenvectors on an x-y plot. Each point lies on a 

straight line, but not with a slope of 1. Often, eigenvectors from the finite element 

model are mass-normalised, but not the experimental modes. Figure 4.15 shows the 

two sets of eigenvectors when experimental eigenvectors were mass-normalised. 
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4.6 Boundary Condition Effects 

Structural deformation is strongly influenced by the boundary condition. This can 
be seen as the comparison between experiment and analytical frequency changes. 
Table 4.8 shows natural frequency changes for different boundary conditions. As 

shown in table 4.8, the discrepancies between the experiment and analytical results 
were greater when the structure was clamped. Often, fixed areas seem perfectly 
clamped avoiding rotation and displacement around the area, but weak clamping 

causes the differences in natural frequencies obtained between experimentally and 

analytically derived data sets. 

Free-Free Clamped 

Mode Exp FE Abs 

Differ 

ence 

% 

Differe 

nce 

Exp FE Abs 

Difference 

% 

Differe 

nce 
1 34.2 36.9 2.7 7.9 60.5 64.6 4.1 6.8 

2 95.5 101.9 6.4 6.7 147.0 178.8 31.8 21.6 

3 187.5 199.9 12.4 6.6 316.4 352.4 36.0 11.4 

4 310.4 331.4 21.0 6.8 532.6 585.6 53.0 10.0 

Table 4.8 - Boundary condition effects on the natural frequencies 

4.7 Variability 

Design and development decisions are often based on the predicted finite element 

model of the real test structure. It has been shown in the last chapter that there are 

some limitations in finite element models due to some assumptions made during the 

modelling process. It is important to achieve confidence in the test results. but test 

variability can affect whether this is achieved. It is known that there is some 

variation in the results from testing a single specimen [8,16]. Model updating is 
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based on the assumption that experimental results are correct so it is important to 
verify the accuracy of experimental data. Experimental results for higher modes are 
difficult to acquire accurately, similarly analytical data can be compromised due to 

spatial resolution of mode shapes. Model updating is based on low modes, however 

there exist variability in testing identical structures. If test variability is not 
accounted for, much effort can be expended needlessly to update an analytical 
model to correlate it with the test results. Therefore, it is important to know the test 

variability of a single test specimen and the variations involved in the testing process 

so as to achieve a more realistic and reliable model. 

When performing different tests of a single structure, there is always a certain 

amount of variability between the results. The validation of a model would depend 

on the degree of uncertainty associated with the measured data reflecting system 
behaviour and the number of basic variables, parameters and the complexity of their 

inter-relationships that have been included in the model. 

Balmes [8] considered the variability in the results when performing different tests 

on GARTEUR SM-AG- 19 structure. He noted that the structure can be assumed to 

change in time because of aging, temperature effects, loading conditions, etc. He 

also noted that the nominally identical structures are not identical due to 

manufacturing tolerances, residual stresses, changes in welding point positions, etc. 

He observed the results of the GARTEUR Round-Robin exercise where each 

participant tested a single representative structure using his own test equipment [8]. 

Hasselman [35] presents a comparison of product and experimental variability based 

on 62 independent random vibration tests performed on seven different automobiles 

of the same make and model. 

Cafeo[ 16,17] investigated ww ith reference to a set of 9 tests on 7 identical v ch icles. 

The test/analysis procedure is subdivided into 5 different ways as follo\\ s: 

(I) Linearity Considerations: 
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(2) Shaker Attachment Method; 

(3) Measurement System; 

(4) Accelerometer Placement; and 
(5) Signal Processing Considerations. 

Hasselman et al. [35] dealt with the existence of product and experimental 

variability, which are ignored in the model verification process. Experimental 

variability is affected by: the boundary conditions of the structure, actuators, 

sensors, data acquisition and processing equipment and procedures. Product 

variability refers to the variability amongst like products as they come off the 

assembly line. The authors compare the tolerances of product and experimental 

variability and evaluate their combined effects on the predictive accuracy of a 

physically representative analytical model of a test structure. 

In the work presented here, several tests were performed on the test beam to 

investigate the variability and to reduce the variances. The testing equipment was 

set and unchanged for the whole test, except the force level of the shaker. The force 

level was changed from low to high amplitude to check the response linearity of the 

structure, and then set at a point which produced the best results. The test was 

performed again during the daytime and night-time to check the variability. The 

temperature during daytime was 26'C according to the thermocouples all along the 

beam, and 15 °C at night. Table 4.9 shows the variability due to temperature 

changes. 
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Mode Daytime 

Beam I 

Night-Time 

Beam I 

Daytime 

Beam 2 

Night-Time 

Beam 2 

l 59.2 62 59.6 63.1 
2 143.4 151 144.3 153.8 
3 

4 

316.4 

528.8 

312.9 

538.2 

318.3 

531.1 

325.5 

539.4 

Table 4.9 - Variability for testing the beam at different times 

Even though all other aspects of the test set-up were unchanged, the ambient 
temperature significantly affected the dynamic behaviour of the structure. All other 

testing was performed during the night-time with heating elements on to make the 

room temperature to be 200C. The right column of table 4.9 shows the variability 

of the same structure from a different manufacturing company. The structural 

dimensions of the beam ordered from the two different companies were identical, 

but the real dimension was slightly different hence resulting in variability. The 

thickness of the test specimen described in the left column was measured as 4.70mm 

while the thickness was 4.71 mm for the test specimen in the right column. The 

results showed that the dimension of a material should be examined and therefore 

should not be assumed to be correct as described in the previous section. Often, test 

engineers assume the ambient temperature is 20 ° C. and make an evaluation 

according to the temperature. However, room temperature should not be assumed to 

be 200C when testing a structure but measured every time before embarking on the 

test of a structure. This will reduce the variability and improve the reliability in test 

results. 

Low test variability is required to reduce the time and money for testing a structure 

and for the updating process. Therefore. measured results vv ith low variance are 

essential to achieve a validated, reliable model. 
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Reducing test variability by improving test procedures is important for several 

reasons. The first is that in large corporations, different facilities are used to perform 

similar tests so that a common test procedure, that minimises the variability. is 

desirable in order to compare results from the different facilities. Another reason is 

that often, the same structure with small modifications is tested during the 

development process. Low test variability is required to determine whether the 

resulting measured changes are real. Finally, another purpose for conducting a 

modal test is to verify simulation results from a model. Therefore, in order to assess 

whether there is correlation between the two results, knowledge of test variability is 

crucial. If variability is not taken into account, much effort can be expended 

updating models that may subsequently be correlated with the test results [5.6]. 

4.8 Conclusion 

This chapter considered 3 main experimental results - annealing effects, thermal 

load effects and variability. The work described here found that: 

i) removal of residual stresses through the annealing process significantly alters the 

dynamic characteristics; 

ii) small experimental modification/errors significantly alter the measured response; 

and 

iii) plate-to-plate variability and test-to-test variability is important. 

Residual stresses might be introduced during any manufacturing process. The 

simple plate test showed that removal of residual stresses from a structure converted 

the structure to its original state where a small curvature may exist. The work has 

shown that the structural dynamic characteristics are altered greatly by small 

changes that occur through the annealing process. 

The test beam was elevated up to 100'C in steps of 200C by placing mo heating 

elements next to the test specimen. The observation showed that the temperature 
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distribution was not uniform along the beam due to the shorter length of the heating 

elements in comparison with the test specimen. Also, the experiment showed small 
discrepancies in the Y axis (width) but a large variation in temperature in the X axis 

(length). The FE model was generated to compare with the experimental results by 

applying different temperature profiles along the plate. The analytical results had a 

similar pattern as the experimental data when the temperature profile was applied to 

the FE model where the X axis had a variation with temperature while the Y axis 

was uniform. This leads to the observation that the assumptions made at the design 

stage -a uniform temperature distribution along the plate - were incorrect. Every 

experimental parameter should be accounted for in order to minimise the errors 

during testing. 

The experimental specimens have been investigated with various temperature cases 

and boundary conditions. It has been shown that natural frequencies decrease as 

temperature increases due to compressive loads or stresses on a structure which in 

turn decrease the structural stiffness. The thermal load introduced to the structure 

altered the lower modes to a greater extent than higher modes. 

The experimental and analytical natural frequencies were compared at different 

boundary conditions. The discrepancies were increased when the structure was 

clamped. However, the differences were still high at free-free boundary condition. 

This can be assumed that the analytical model was poorly modelled both in free-free 

and clamped boundary conditions. The next chapter will describe where the 

discrepancies occurred. 

The work has shown that there exists variability from plate-to-plate and test-to-test. 

Plate-to-plate variability shows that the variability exists for nominally identical 

structures, which were manufactured by two different companies. Even if the same 

specification for a test specimen was delivered to the manufacturer, there \\ere small 

thickness differences causing natural frequency changes. To minimise the 

variability. every experimental settings and any environment circumstance should be 
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monitored regularly. The variability from the annealing process also reveals that 

metal sheets may have different properties in different directions due to the original 

rolling process influencing the grain direction. 

The experimental work has shown that the variability exists in the structural 

dynamics of a simple beam due to ambient temperature changes. The work has also 

shown that any small modifications/errors raised during the experiment should be 

monitored to obtain more accurate results. 
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Chapter 5 

Model Updating of FE Models 

5.1 Introduction 

In engineering industry, demand on structural design is an ever increasing goal. 
This requires faster and more accurately correlated models with the actual design. 

For this reason, finite element models need to be validated to satisfy the demand of 

the designer. The initial finite element model generated should be close to the 

experimental results and therefore represent the actual dynamics behaviour of a 

structure - e. g. natural frequencies and mode shapes. Mesh refinements, types of 

finite elements and structural modification can significantly change the dynamic 

behaviour. Even if an initial finite element model is close to the experimental 

results, discrepancies between experimental and analytical analysis occur due to 

several factors. These factors become clearer during the design process and when 

differences between two sets become apparent. model updating should be performed 

and the two sets should be close enough after the process to represent the real 

structure. 

For the updating process to be more practical. the various sources of error should be 

considered which arise during experimental work. The parameters containing errors 

should be included in the analytical model to produce a more realistic updating 

model. A model updating method is generally applied to minimise the errors in 

dynamic characteristics between the analytical model and experimental data. The 

updated model should be investigated as to whether the updated model is capable of 
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predicting the actual test specimen with reasonable accuracy. This capability of the 
model updating process is essential to carry out a reliable design and development. 

This chapter deals with the updating process using direct and iterative methods. 
This chapter will explain that the updating process without dealing with structural 
modification is meaningless, and structural investigation should be performed to 

make a more reliable and realistic design. 

5.2 Model Updating Procedure 

There are three stages of model updating which can be classed as Comparison. 

Location and Identification. In the first stage, Comparison, an engineer compares 
the experimental and analytical results (natural frequencies, modeshapes) by plotting 
the two modes and using mode comparison methods (e. g. MAC, COMAC). At this 

stage, the correlated mode pairs can be found but it does not explain the source of 

the discrepancies between the two sets. The second stage, Location, explains where 

the differences between two sets of data occurred. In the last stage, Identification. 

an engineer changes mass, stiffness matrices and updating parameters to minimise 

the differences between the experimental and analytical results. The updated 

analytical model provides a better representation of the experimental or real 

structure. 

Figure 5.1 shows the pre-model updating procedure between the experimental and 

analytical model. The experimentally evaluated and analytically predicted model 

should be compatible so as to enable model updating task. Some of model updating 

methods do not require the compatibility between two sets, however comparison of 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors should be performed to identify which modes are to be 

updated. 
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4 

Figure 5.1 - Preparing for model updating procedure (model based) 
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5.3 Model Updating by Direct Methods 

As the name implies, the direct method updates the analytical model directly by 

updating global mass and stiffness matrices. The analytical model can be updated to 

match exactly the measured data even though there are source of measurement noise 

and model inadequacies. The updating process does not require great amount of re- 

processing or iteration to update the analytical model, hence this reduces the CPU 

time. However, the updated terms in the mass and stiffness matrices may become 

negative or unfeasibly large resulting in the possibility of the updated model losing 

its physical meaning. The direct methods have no freedom to choose which element 

or parameter to change as the techniques update global mass and stiffness matrices. 

The details of the direct methods can be found in chapter 2. 

5.3.1 Error Matrix Method (EMM) 

The details of the Error Matrix Method are described in chapter 2, but recalling the 

equations for the updated mass and stiffness matrices are briefly reproduced below : 

[K,, 
1j=[Kj+[AK] 

[M,, ]= [M. 
j 
]+ [AM] 

where 

(5. l) 

II{. 
a [AK] = [K, 

4 
]({ý 

,, 
][it, 2 [(D 

.v 
]['I" 11(kv ]'] 

[AM] = [ý11 A ]([) .a 
][ 14 ]T -[DV J[' 17 L'A] (5.2) 

The Lh 
�r 

]. [M,,,, ] matrices are then used to evaluate updated eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors. Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 show that experimental. FE and updated 

natural frequencies at room temperature and 100'C for the 2D beam element model 
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obtained by Matlab [54]. After a few iteration, the FE updated natural frequencies 

matched to the targeted experimental natural frequencies. 

Mode EXP 

FE (Hz) 

(Hz) 
Original Iteration 

1 

Iteration 

2 

Iteration 

3 

Iteration 

4 

Iteration 

5 

1 60.5 74.8 57.7 60.3 60.5 60.5 60.5 

2 147.0 188.9 139.9 148.0 147.0 147.0 147.0 

3 316.4 342.3 312.6 316.0 316.4 306.4 306.4 

4 532.6 562.9 509.6 530.8 532.6 532.6 532.6 

Table 5.1 - Updated frequencies using EMM at 20" C 

Mode EXP 

FE (Hz) 

(Hz) 
Original Iteration 

1 

Iteration 

2 

Iteration 

3 

Iteration 

4 

Iteration 

5 

1 56.2 73.8 40.0 48.9 54.6 56.2 56.2 

2 130.0 186.3 86.2 108.0 124.2 129.8 130.0 

3 316.4 337.6 310.2 315.6 316.4 316.4 316.4 

4 532.6 555.2 531.7 532.6 532.6 532.6 532.6 

Table 5.2 - Updated frequencies using EMM at 100" C 

The FE frequencies were updated to match the experimental values exactly after a 

few iterations even if there were great differences between tý\o initial result sets. 

However, the error matrix method used the global mass and stiffness matrices to 

update the analytical model, and does not conserve any physical meaning. The 

updated results do not contain any physical changes in the structure. therefore this 

can not be assumed to be correctly updated to match with the real structure. 
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Table 5.3 shows the improvement in the MAC values between the anal\ tical and 

experiment at 100 " C. The MAC expansion (smoothed) method was used to 

determine the missing experimental DOFs[49]. 

Mode Before updating After Updating 

1 0.9415 1 

2 0.9733 1 

3 0.9650 0.9977 

4 0.9645 1 

Table 5.3 - MAC changes before and after updating at 100" C 

5.3.2 Direct Methods using Modal Data 

One of the earliest attempts to update FE models by these methods was proposed by 

Baruch[ 10] . 
He assumed that the mass matrix was correct and updated the stiffness 

matrix by minimising the distance between the initial and updated stiffness matrices. 

The approach also enforces the stiffness symmetry. the orthogonality condition and 

the equation of motion, and the updated stiffness matrix is defined as: 

[K(, ] =[Ka]+[tK]+[AK]T 

where 

(5.3) 

[AK] [A/ ý+ 
L}J,. r2 

[Mrr ]- [KA 11(t). 
ý 

2 
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Mode Exp (Hz) FE (Hz) 

Original E Updated K Updated K. M 
1 60.5 64.6 60.5 60.5 
2 147.0 178.8 147.0 147.0 
3 316.4 352.4 316.4 316.4 
4 532.6 585.6 532.6 532.6 

Table 5.4 - Natural frequency changes using direct updating method 

Table 5.4 shows the natural frequency changes by using the direct updating method 

applied to the analytical model using 2D beam element. Baruch's method and the 

EMM update only the stiffness matrix and stiffness and mass matrices respectively. 
Table 5.4 shows that updating procedures either using stiffness terms alone or 

combined stiffness and mass changes have achieved similarly good correlation 
between the analytical and experimental results. This result demonstrates that the 

selection can be non-unique, whereby dissimilar structural matrices can lead to a 

subset of the eigensolution giving identical modeshapes and natural frequencies. 

5.4 Sensitivity of the Eigenvalues 

5.4.1 Free-Free Boundary Condition 

The direct methods discussed above (Error Matrix Method and Direct Updating 

Method) are those in which the individual system matrices are adjusted directly 
. 

The direct methods produce the updated natural frequencies and mode shapes 

matched with experimental results by using an incomplete set of experimental 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The indicated stiffness errors are at the boundary area 

for two-ends for the clamped boundary conditions. However, the updated model b\ 

direct methods do not contain the physical meaning of the structure due to the 

method not being concerned about the physical changes to a structure. 
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This section will discuss the limitations of the eigenvalue sensitivity method by 

using two different sensitivity methods. 

Recalling the sensitivity matrix for stiffness and mass matrices from equation (2.53): 

__ 

)2 

r 
1OA Ir 

a[KA I- 
(WA 

!2 

a[MA 

lOA r 
(5.5) 

api aP; r api 

The eigenvalue sensitivity method minimises the differences between the analytical 

and experimental models by updating elemental stiffness and mass matrices. Often, 

the mass matrix is not used in the model updating process. The actual mass of the 

beam was investigated and compared with the theoretical value and found that the 

experimental mass was 3225g while the theoretical mass was 3230g. If the mass is 

assumed to have a continuous and correct distribution, then the eigenvalue 

sensitivity method can be rewritten by deleting the mass terms : 

a(_A )r 

= 1Yý. 1 

aýKA 

LOA 
Ir 

ap; ap; 
(5.6) 
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Figure 5.2 - Natural frequency and p-value change for free-free beam 

Figure 5.2 shows experimental frequencies as dotted lines and updated analytical 

frequencies for the free-free boundary condition. This shows that the eigenvalue 

sensitivity method using stiffness and mass terms stated in equation (5.5) was unable 

to update the finite element model even if the differences between experiment and 

analytical models were quite small. However, the sensitivity method of equation 

(5.6) was able to update the analytical model to match with experimental results 

after the first iteration. The parameter changes in 10 elements were all within 10% 

of the overall stiffness magnitude which is reasonable due to the symmetric nature 

of the structure's geometry. The small changes in p-value would occur due to pre- 

stressing, residual stresses and nonlinearity of the structure. 
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5.4.2 Two-Ends Fixed Boundary condition 

The same method was used to update the analytical eigenvalues obtained from the 
FE model. Table 5.5 shows that the working temperature set for the updating 

process by using equation (5.5) and table 5.6 shows the results by using equation 
(5.6). Table 5.5 shows the updating procedure that works for different temperature 

stages by using eigenvalue sensitivity for mass and stiffness matrix terms. It shows 

that the eigenvalue sensitivity method is no longer able to update the analytical 

results using experimemtal values when there are great discrepancies between the 

two sets of data. Table 5.6 shows the working range of the updating procedure 

using eigenvalue sensitivity only dealing with stiffness terms. It shows that even if 

there are great discrepancies between experimental and analytical results, the 

analytical eigenvalues converge to the experimental results by using the updating 

process. When there were large discrepancies between two eigenvalues, more than 

200 updating iterations were required for an exact match with the experimental 

values, while for small differences in natural frequencies the process required fe\\er 

than 5 iterations. The eigenvalue sensitivity method analyses the sensitivity of 

selected modes with respect to a selected set of updating parameters. However, the 

eigenvalue sensitivity methods for determining error locations should be used with 

care due to the expression of the eigenvalue sensitivity method involving only 

analytical terms and experimental eigenvalues. 
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FE 

Temperature Temperature (° C) 

(°C) 20 40 60 80 100 
20 UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED 

EXP 40 UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED 

60 UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED 

80 UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED NO NO 

100 NO NO NO NO NO 

Table 5.5 - Updating procedure using eigenvalue sensitivity for mass and stiffness 

matrices at different temperatures 

FE 

Temperature Temperature (° C) 

(°C) 20 40 60 80 l00 

20 UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED 

EXP 40 UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED 

60 UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED ý! PD: \TED 

80 UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED 

l00 UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED UPDATED 

Table 5.6 - Updating procedure using eigenvalue sensitivity for stiffness matrices only 

at different temperatures 
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Updated frequencies for each iteration are illustrated in figures 5.3 and 5.4. Figure 

5.3 shows that when one of the natural frequency drops to zero, the sensitivity 

matrix and p-value contain imaginary parts making updated frequency meaningless. 

Figure 5.5 shows the correcting stiffness factors when the sensitivity updating 

method was applied to both analytical and experimental data at room temperature. 

Even if the analytical eigenvalue matches the experimental eigenvalue after stiffness 

updates, the stiffness changes in each element differ by around 30%. The next 

section will describe how to update the eigenvalues as well as the physical meaning 

of the structure by combining updating parameters with analytical physical model 

constraints. 
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0.1 

F 'i'iui r 
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Figure 5.5 - Example of correcting factors after sensitivity updating 
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Figure 5.6 - MAC changes between Exp and FE at room temperature after each 
iteration 

Figure 5.6 shows the changes in the MAC value between the experiment and 

analytical modeshapes at room temperature for the initial and updated finite element 

models. The updating process was done by applying equation (5.6) and the first 

column at each mode number illustrates the MAC value before updating and 

following 4 iterations. The MAC value decreases after the first iteration of the 

eigenvalue sensitivity method, but is recovered to the original MAC value after a 

few iterations. 
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5.5 Structure Investigation 

Structural modifications in terms of geometry and mass modification are introduced 
for its usefulness in the model updating process. The work shown previously used 
only eigenvalues and eigenvectors obtained experimentally and analytically without 
considering the actual structural modification. As pointed out previouslv, it is 

unsatisfactory to update the model without taking account the actual physical 
meaning of a structure. The structure was investigated before/after testing free-free 

and then in a clamped boundary condition. All modifications from the original 
specification were noted and these factors were applied directly into the analytical 
model. 

5.5.1. Before Clamping 

When tested with free-free boundary conditions, the natural frequencies between the 

experiment and the finite element model were closely matched. However all natural 
frequencies from the FE were higher than the experimental data. Before considering 

the clamped boundary condition, every effort was made to investigate wv by 

differences occur. 

The common error normally arising from the experiment is due to the test specimen 

itself. Often, a flat beam or plate under testing is not perfectly flat but slightly 

curved. Also, a test engineer often assumes that the test specimen delivered from a 

manufacturer is same as the original specification, but frequently some modification 

in the dimension due to the manufacturing process and miscommunication is found. 

The original specification for the test specimen in this work was 850mm long, 

100mm width and 5mm thickness mild steel beam. but small variance \\as found in 

the beam from the specification. Figure 5.7 shows the differences bet\\ ccn the 

original specified test specimen and the manufactured and tested specimen. 
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Original Specification Model Manufactured Test Model 

47 

__t loo 

Figure 5.7 - Geometry modification 

t 103 

Mode Experiment 

(Hz) 

Original F. E. 

Specified Model 

(Hz) 

Manufactured Test 

Model (F. E. ) 

(Hz) 

% Change 

1 34.2 36.9 34.8 -5.7 

2 95.5 101.9 95.8 -6.0 

3 187.5 199.9 188.0 -6.0 

4 310.4 331.4 310.5 -6. 

Table 5.7 - Natural frequency changes after geometry modification consideration for 

free-free boundary condition 
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Mode Experiment Original F. E. Manufactured Test 

(Hz) Specified Model Model (F. E. ) % Change 
(Hz) (Hz) 

1 60.5 64.6 60.7 -6.0 
2 147.0 178.8 168.0 -6.0 
3 316.4 352.4 331.2 -6.0 
4 532.6 585.6 550.1 -6.1 

Table 5.8 - Natural frequency changes after geometry modification consideration for 

clamped boundary condition 
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Figure 5.8 - Original specified and manufactured test FRFs 

Table 5.7 shows the natural frequency changes between the original specified FE 

model and the real manufactured test model with free-free boundary conditions, and 

table 5.8 shows similar results for clamped boundary conditions. It clearly shows 

that the "real" test FE model matches more accurately to the experimental results for 

il 

Original Model 
Manufactured Test Model 
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both cases. Even if the modified analytical model moved closer to the experiment 
values for the free-free boundary condition, there were still small differences 
between the two results. This could be caused by the residual stresses produced 
during the manufacturing process. 

As discussed in the previous section, the residual stresses might be induced inside 

the structure due to the manufacturing process. Most finite element software 

packages do not allow applied forces and moments without external constraints in 

the structure. However, as discussed in chapter 3, elemental stiffness matrices alter 

according to the force through the `stress-stiffening matrix'. The test specimen was 

updated by using force inside the structure. Table 5.9 shows how the natural 
frequencies change due to internal residual stresses induced in the structure. All of 
the modes decreased with increased stress applied into the structure, and matched 

more closely to the experimental values. Figure 5.9 shows the amount of residual 

stress induced in the structure. 

Mode Experiment 

(Hz) 

Updated 

(Stress Applied) 

(Hz) 

% Change 

1 34.2 34.2 0 

2 95.5 95.4 0.1 

3 187.3 187.5 0.1 

4 310.4 310.2 0.1 

Table 5.9 - Experiment and updated frequencies 
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103 

Figure 5.9 Residual stress applied 

5.5.2 Material Properties 

A finite element model is based on the material properties (such as Young's 

Modulus, Possion's ratio and mass density) and physical structural dimensions. In 

this section, the effects on natural frequencies due to Young's modulus will be 

considered. At room temperature, the Young's modulus change affects global 

stiffness, as seen in chapter 2. Free-free boundary condition testing results were 
described in chapter 3 to check the material properties and structural geometry. 
From the results described in the previous chapter. the material properties and 

structural geometry was assumed to be correct for clamped boundary condition. 

The experiment was performed at nighttime when the temperature was below 20'C, 

and used heating elements to make the beam temperature to be 200C. For other 

temperatures, the temperature distributions were varied along the beam. Therefore 

Young's modulus changes based on the temperature variations ere required, and 

table 5.10 shows the effects due to the variable Young's modulus. 
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FE 

(Constant E) 

FE 

(Variable E) 

Absolute 

Change 

Percentage 

Change 

Mode 1 61.5 61.8 0.3 0.49 
Mode 2 158.4 159.1 0.7 0.44 
Mode 3 317.7 318.9 1.2 0.38 

Mode 4 529.2 531.1 1.9 0.36 

Table 5.10 - Natural frequency changes due to material property 

Table 5.10 shows the frequency changes for the Young's Modulus changes with 

constant Young's Modulus at 100'C and variable Young's modulus dependent on 

the temperature distribution along the beam. It has been shown that during the 

experiment, the temperature distribution along the beam was not uniform but 

exhibited tent-like temperature variations as seen in figure 5.10. The corresponding 

Young's modulus depending on temperature was applied to the elemental matrices 

hence causing changes in the natural frequencies. The ends of the beam had a low 

temperature compared to the middle of the beam due to the short heating elements 

used during the testing. Table 5.10 shows the natural frequency changes for modes 

I to 4 and it shows that the variable Young's modulus applied to the structure alters 

the behaviour of the structural dynamics. Basically. natural frequencies were 

increased by a small amount in all modes, due to higher Young's modulus applied 

far from the middle of the beam, but have a greater effect in fundamental frequency. 

This has shown that changing Young's modulus due to temperature variation 

changes the structural dynamics but not greatly. 

As described before, test engineers often assume the mass density of a structure is 

correct, but it could be prone to alteration during the manufacturing process. 

Therefore, the mass distribution and actual mass of a structure should be examined 

to investigate if there is any perturbation. The mass of the test specimen as quite 

close to the theoretically evaluated value therefore mass density \\ as unchanged. 
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Figure 5.10 - Temperature distribution along the plate 

5.5.3 Clamping Effects 

14 
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Analytical modelling of a thin flat plate structure is a fairly straightforward and easy 

process. However, it is uncommon to achieve an ideally thin flat plate structure due 

to real world limitations caused during the manufacturing process and in subsequent 

operation. Even if the original model is flat, the test specimen's geometry could be 

altered during the experiment. The test specimen was placed inside the clamped 

structure and various load cases were tested at room temperature to find variability 

and optimum force gauge input. The original plan was to update the loaded 

structure by axial forcing and controlled temperature distributions. The test 

specimen was subject to an applied force by tightening the nuts of the clamping 

structure. Due to the force applied into the test specimen, the plate became curved, 

revealing modified geometry through loading. Figure 5.11 shows the curvature of 

the plate. The maximum curvature occurred at the middle of the plate and it was no 

more than 1.5mm. It can be seen in table 5.11 that small changes in the z axis 
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(maximum deflection 1.5mm at the middle of the plate) has a significant affect on 
the fundamental frequency. Table 5.11 represents the natural frequency changes 

after curvature had been applied into the analytical model. It clearly reveals that the 

curvature causes an increase in fundamental frequency where as other modes were 

unaffected. As larger deflections were applied to the beam, larger fundamental 

frequency increases were evident whereas the other modes decrease in frequency. 
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Figure 5.11 - Curvature of the test specimen 

EXP FE 
(Previous 
Effects ) 

FE 
(Modified) 

% 
Changes 

Mode 1 60.5 60.7 63.2 4.1 

Mode 2 147.0 168.0 168.0 0 

Mode 3 316.4 331.2 331.2 0 

Mode 4 532.6 550.1 550.0 0 

Table 5.11 - Modified natural frequency according to the curvature 
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The structure was clamped inside of the clamping structure, and the effective testing 
area was measured as 650 x 103 mm. The plate was positioned inside of the 
structure and tested for all temperature cases. Before removing the plate from the 
structure, the effective area was measured, and found to be 657 x 103 mm. 
Although hard to see by eye using a ruler, the structure should be carefully measured 
when accurate results are required. Table 5.12 shows the effects due to all structural 
modifications made to the analytical model including the residual stresses obtained 
from the free-free boundary condition, and due to the testing errors. The natural 
frequencies in previous effects section contain all the errors induced in the test 

specimen due to manufacturing process. The right column of the FEM illustrates 

the error induced from the experiment due to effective testing area modification. 
Figure 5.12 shows the corresponding FE FRFs between the manufacturing and 
testing errors. As seen in the table 5.12 and figure 5.12, the manufacturing and 
testing errors have both great effects on structural dynamic behaviour. 

Finite Element Model 
% Changes 

Previous Effects 
(Hz) 

Structural Modification 
(Hz) 

Mode 1 63.2 61.9 -2.1 
Mode 2 168.0 164.5 -2.1 

Mode 3 331.2 324.3 -2.1 
Mode 4 550.0 538.8 -2.1 

Table 5.12 - Frequency changes due to modified effective area 
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Figure 5.12 - FE FRFs due to manufacturing and testing error 

5.6 Force and Bending Moments Application 

This section is concerned with the effect of structural loading on dynamic 

performance due to boundary conditions and thermal loading. It is known that soft 

boundary conditions would induce bending moments around the boundary area [25], 

and thermal load would introduce compressive load to a structure [61 ]. 

Table 5.13 shows the comparison between experiment and FE natural frequencies 

from 20 0C to 100 0 C. The differences between the results were decreased from the 

original specified model by modifying the analytical model based on the actual test 

specimen and test set-up. However. there exist discrepancies especially for the 2nd 

mode. The force and moments applied into the analytical model are used to 

minimise the errors between the two sets. 
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EXP FE (Ansys) 

Mode 20°C 40°C 60°C 80°C 100°C 20°C 40°C 60°C 80°C 100°C 

1 60.5 59.2 57.9 56.9 56.2 61.9 61.9 61.8 61.3 61. 

2 147.0 142.1 135.5 132.4 130.0 164.5 163 161.5 160.0 158.4 

3 316.4 312.5 309.5 308.0 307.5 324.3 322.7 321.0 319.4 317.7 

4 532.6 527.3 522.7 520.1 519.4 538.8 536.4 534.0 531.6 529.2 

Table 5.13 - Experimental and FE natural frequencies comparison 

Figure 5.13 shows the force and moments applied to the beam test specimen. The 

magnitude of the forces and moments were chosen to minimise the differences 

between the experimental and analytical eigenvalues. Figure 5.14 shows the 

updated natural frequencies from the originally specified model at room temperature 

(20 0 ). It clearly shows that the analytical natural frequencies matched to the 

experimental values. Figure 5.14 shows that the structural geometry greatly affects 

the dynamic behaviour. Figure 5.15 shows the experiment, initial and updated FE 

FRFs at room temperature. The updated FRF changed greatly from the original FRF 

and matched to the experiment. 

840Nm 

2 550N 

620Nm 

Figure 5.13 - Force and moments applied to the beam structure at room temperature 
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Figure 5.14 - Experiment and updated natural frequencies after each iteration 
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Figure 5.15 - Experiment, initial FE and updated FE FRFs at room temperature 
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Similarly the force and moments were applied to the analytical model at other 
temperature cases to match with the experimental values. After the application of 
forces and moments to the structure at other temperatures, the analytical natural 
frequencies matched to the experimental values. Table 5.14 shows the amount of 
force and moment applied to the analytical model. The force introduced inside the 

structure increased as temperature increased. The force applied inside of the 

structure was the sum of residual stress and forces induced due to thermal load. 
Also, the amount of moment at the boundary area was increased on one side, and 
this clearly shows that the soft boundary area causes increased moments as the 
temperature increased. Similarly to the room temperature case, the structural 
dynamic behaviour was greatly affected by structural modification. However, as the 

temperature increased, the increased force and moments reduced the differences 

between the results especially for the 2nd mode. Figure 5.16 shows the natural 
frequencies changed due to the updating parameters - including structural 

modification due to manufacturing and effective area changes due to experimental 

error. 2nd mode had a greatest effect due to force and moments applied. while other 

modes have great effect due to structural modifications. 

40°C 60°C 80°C 100°C 

Force (N) 3060 3750 4130 4350 

Moments I-L. H. S. 

(Nm) 

840 840 890 980 

Moments2 - R. H. S. 850 960 1020 1200 

Table -5.14 - 
Force and moments for other temperature cases 
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Figure 5.16- Experiment and updated frequencies after each iteration at 100"C 

(experiment dashed, FE solid) 

5.7 Conclusion 

The updating process has been discussed in this chapter and this can be classified by 

three steps which are Comparison, Error Location and finally Correlation. The 

various comparison methods for experimental and analytical model validation have 

been discussed. The error location method is very important because if mismodelled 

regions are found in the first step in model updating then the rest of the updating 

process can be carried out more efficiently and successfully. 

This chapter demonstrated the 2 eigenvalue sensitivity methods, which were 

1) by using both stiffness and mass matrix terms 
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2) by using the stiffness matrix term only 

The eigensensitivity methods for both mass and stiffness matrices did not work in 

some cases. The simplified eigensensitivity method, which is concerned onl\ with 

stiffness terms, worked for all cases even though there were great differences 

between the two results. Often, the mass is not used in the updating process - when 
it was omitted, the updating process was more successful. 

The methods discussed early in this chapter updated the analytical model, but the 

updated model did not possess physical meaning, and this did not generate realistic 

results due to the large stiffness changes in each element. The structural 
investigation performed and applied geometry and load modifications to the 

analytical model make the model more accurate. 

The test specimen was tested in free-free boundary conditions then clamped both 

ends in the boundary structure. The structural investigation revealed that: 

1) the initial dimensions were modified from the originally specified model; 

2) the temperature variations exist along the plate; 

3) the curvature occurred due to the force applied into the clamping structure; 

and 

4) the effective testing area changed from the original plan. 

All the experimental modifications/errors from the original specification \\ ere 

monitored and applied into the analytical model to make more a realistic and reliable 

model. 

The forces and moments were chosen as the last updating parameters. The force and 

moments introduced to the structure increased as temperature increased to minimise 

the differences between the experimental and analytical natural frequencies. 
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The work from this chapter clearly shows the improved updated frequencies after 

each iteration from the originally specified model. Structural modification and the 

effective test area should be monitored and applied to the analytical model to 

achieve a better predicted model. The work from this chapter shows that the initial 

assumptions made in the initial design stage should not applied into the analytical 

model directly without the careful investigation of the actual test specimen and test 

set-up. 
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Chapter 6 

Model Updating for Composite Materials 

6.1 Introduction 

Composite materials have been increasingly used in various industrial fields such as 
aircraft, naval and other engineering applications due to their high strength and 
stiffness to weight ratios. In particular these great advantages enable significant 
weight reduction in aerospace and other engineering structures. In these industries, 

plate element structures are widely used to model a variety of structures. It is 

necessary to be able to predict the dynamic behaviour of a composite structure as 

accurately as possible, especially for a thin plate structure where even a small 

modification can cause significant change in the dynamics. 

Composites have the distinctive advantage that they can be designed and built to 

different specifications by varying constituent materials, the ratio of the fibre/matrix 

volume and the orientation of each layer. In any given composite structure. 

predetermined proportions of unidirectional plies will frequently be arranged at 

different specific angles of 0 to enable high strength in particular directions. The 

use of composite materials in specific directions allows the engineer to tailor the 

stiffness properties of the material to give highest strength in a chosen orientation. 

several researchers have studied and investigated optimal composite material design 

with respect to maximising stiffness or strength. Kim et al [46] studied the optimal 

stacking sequence design of symmetrically laminated plates under in-plane loading 

to maximise load bearing. using the Tsai-Wu failure criterion as an objective 
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function. Kam and Chang [44] studied the optimal ply arrangements for maximising 

stiffness using the multi start global optimization techniques. They found out that 

small changes in the layer orientation produced greatly differing dynamic behaviour. 

Composite materials can easily have defects introduced during the manufacturing 

process, therefore mechanical variability can arise. Indeed, composites inevitabl\ 

have variability of their mechanical properties unless they have been produced under 

the most rigorously controlled conditions. The variability of material produced by 

the hand lay-up method is more marked than that of composites made by 

mechanised processes. The specific nature and severity of the defects found in any 

manufactured product will also be characteristic of the manufacturing process. In 

addition, any composite consisting of materials of widely different thermal 

expansion coefficients which is heated during manufacturing may, on cooling. 

develop residual stresses of sufficiently high magnitude to crack a brittle matrix 

[67]. In order to make a good composite material, it is necessary to understand its 

behaviour with regard to these defects in order to predict dynamic behaviour. A trial 

and error process is often employed in tooling and development for manufacturing 

of composite structures. This process is generally required due to structural 

modification during and after the manufacturing process, and this especially relevant 

for composite structures. Such structural modifications include thickness, fibre 

orientation angle and overall dimension modification. Modifications occurring 

during and after the manufacturing process can significantly change the dynamic 

behaviour of a composite structure. If the finite element model matches well 

enough with the experimental data, then we can have confidence that the material 

will still meet the service requirements of the application. Otherwise. it is necessary 

to modify and update the finite element model to match with experimental data in 

order to obtain a better prediction of dynamic behaviour. Composite materials are 

much more complicated structures than their isotropic counterparts. and (great care 

should be taken in the model updating procedure. 
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In the previous chapter, an updating process used for a solid metal plate was 

considered and the analytical model updated to match with the experimental model. 

In this chapter, dynamic behaviour changes due to structural modification will also 

be investigated and a new sensitivity method with respect to fibre angle orientation 

will be proposed. The new sensitivity method will be used to determine the 

orientation of fibres hence reducing the discrepancies between the analytical and 

experimental models. 

6.2 Theoretical Analysis 

The analytical stiffness matrix of a composite material can be obtained by 

combining the strain displacement and material property matrix. 

Recalling that the basic equation (3.50) for the stiffness matrix is: 

qB]" [E][B]ýV (6.1) 

The layered nature of composite material means that only certain types of element 

types can be used. The quadratic quadrilateral element was used to evaluate the 

finite element model and the element is shown in figure 6.1. and the shape function 

for the element, N; can be expressed as described by Cook [21 ], 
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Figure 6.1 -A quadratic quadrilateral 
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The material property matrix [E] can be calculated from the [. A] [B] and [D] 

matrices where 

N 

[A],, (h(k) 
- h( 

k=1 k 
N_ 

[B 
-1 Qo (h(k) 2 
2 

k=1 k 

N 

[DL =11Q;; 
(h(k)3 

3 
k=1 k 

N All A12 A16 

NY = A12 A22 A26 

N. 
Cti 

A16 A26 A66 

Mz B1, B12 B16 

My = B12 B22 B26 

Mxy B16 B26 B66 

where 

h(p) = (0.5*T 
-(p� -1)*t)*x 

h(p- 1) = (0.5*T 
-(p�)*t)*x 

T is the whole material thickness 

p� is the ply number from I to n 

t is the ply thickness 

x is the number of plies 

6.3 Test Specimen 

k-1)) 

-h(k-1)2) 

-h(k-1)3) (6.3) 

0 EX Bll B12 B16 K_r 
Ey0 + B12 B22 B26 Ky 

yX0y Bl6 B26 B66 K. 
ry 

E. Y0 
Dll D12 D16 K. 

r 
Ey + D12 D22 D26 K (6.4) 

jj0 
- _j 
D16 D26 D66 Kr, Yry 

The composite material test specimen was made with 18 lamina with a nominal 

thickness of 0.134mm for 55% I'/ 
. ýý ith stacking sequences [45 °:. -45 

°-,. 9004. 

0 °, 
, 

90 °., 
, -45 

02,45 °-) ]. The material properties as stated by the manufacturer are: 
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E� = 132.6 GPa 

E22 = E33 =15.3 GPa 

G12 = G23 = G31 = 5.98 GPa 

v12 = v23 = 0.29 5 V31 = 0.033 

p= 1545 kg/m 3 

Where; 

E� is the Young's Modulus in the spanwise direction, and is the average of the 

tensile and compressive values 

E22 is the Young's Modulus in the chordwise direction 

E33 is the through thickness Young's Modulus 

G12 = G23 = G31 is the shear modulus in each plane 

V12, V23, V31 is the Poisson's ratio in each plane, and 

V. is the fibre volume fraction. 

The composite plate was tested for both free-free and in two-sides clamped 
boundary conditions. Figure 6.2 shows the original specification of the structure 

with dimensions and element numbers applied into the finite element model. The 

different mesh size in the model was to match with experimental eigenvectors - 

measured by the gaps of 30mm in x and y axis from one corner. Initially, the 

analytical model was evaluated by Ansys using `Solid9l' elements, but changed to 

`She1199" due to the accuracy in natural frequencies. The `Solid9l' required quite 

fine mesh to be converged to fully converged model. The discretisation of the 

structure is generally detrimental to the accuracy of the representation. and if model 

updating procedures are used, the mesh density often needs to be finer than usual 

[25]. The FE analysis was performed before testing the structure to find out if the 

mesh size chosen w\ as fully converged to the very fine mesh. Table 6.1 sho\\ s the 

comparison between FE model used in this section and the full\ converged model 
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which used 2500 elements for the model. The mesh size chosen had less than 0.6% 

difference from fully converged model for all modes of interest and the model ww as 

used for the rest of updating processes. The reduced mesh size - 15 elements - from 

the fully converged model was chosen to reduce the time for angle of layer updating 

process which will be discussed later in this chapter. 

---ý -- 

30 

60 

60 

3 6 9 12 15 

2 5 8 11 14 

1 4 7 10 13 

60 

300 

Figure 6.2 - Dimensions of the composite plate structure with the element numbers 

applied in the finite element model (dimensions in mm) 

Mode Fully Converged 
(Hz) 

Current Model 
(Hz) 

% difference 

1 117 117 0.0 

2 234 233 0.4 

3 340 342 0.6 

4 492 489 0.6 

Table 6.1 - Natural Frequency Comparison between Fully Converged and Current FE 

Model 
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Figure 6.3 - Composite Material Testing with Two-Ends Fixed 

Figure 6.3 shows the actual testing set-up for the two edges clamped condition. The 

structure was constrained 50mm from each end within two large masses clamped by 

G-clamps. 

Similarly to the previous experimental set-up, a Laser Doppler Velocimeter was 

used to measure the response from the structure both in free-free and clamped 

boundary conditions. A push rod connected to a shaker was used to avoid a reaction 

torque that will distort the force signal. 
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6.4 Comparison between Finite Elements and Experimental Model 

6.4.1 Free-Free Boundary Condition 

As described in the previous chapters, it is necessary to compare the finite element 

and experimental model to determine the correlated modes. The same methods were 

used such as: MAC, comparison by graph and numerical comparison methods. The 

fastest and easiest way to compare the modes are by numerical methods. The 

analytical model was obtained by Ansys [4] and table 6.2 shows the numerical 

comparison between the experiment and finite element modes. 

Mode Experiment (Hz) FE (Hz) % difference 

1 108 117 8.3 

2 218 233 6.9 

3 300 342 14.0 

4 419 489 16.7 

Table 6.2 - Numerical Comparison between Experiment and Finite Element natural 
frequency 

As described in the previous chapters, modes are often shifted and need to be 

compared with the actual mode shape for each mode. The easiest way to compare 

the mode shapes is by applying the MAC between the finite element and 

experimental modes. Figure 6.2 shows the MAC comparison between experiment 

and the finite element model for free-free boundary conditions. 
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Figure 6.4 - MAC between Experiment and Analytical Model 

4 

Figure 6.4 shows that the modeshapes of the experimental and finite element models 

match well with all MAC values with leading diagonal being more than 80%. 

However, the figure is unable to indicate which DOFs have good and bad 

correlation. As described in the previous chapters, the other good way to compare 

modeshapes is by graphical comparison. Figure 6.5 shows the actual modeshapes for 

experimental and finite element models for the first 4 modes. 
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Figure 6.5 - Modeshape Comparison between Experiment and Finite Elements 
for the free-free plate 
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The modeshape comparison shows the actual modeshapes for two different sets, but 
it is hard to see which nodes have a bad correlation especially for a complicated 

structure. 

Figure 6.6 shows the comparison between the models for the first mode. The line fit 

shows the analytical and experimental modes correlate quite well with a straight line 

of slope 1, but could not indicate the exact location for the badly correlated nodes. 
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Figure 6.6 - Comparison between Experiment and Finite Element model by Graph 

The distance method is able to indicate the positions of the badly correlated points. 

Distance(,,, ) = 
VMin(Line 

- FE(, 
/))2 + Min(Line - EXP(,, 

))2 
(6.5) 

Where i is the node number 

j is the mode number 

Line is the best correlated line between two sets of data, often a straight line 

of slope I when the modeshapes are mass-normalised. 
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Figure 6.7 - Modeshape Comparison between Experiment and analytical model by 
Distance Method 

Each square in figure 6.7 indicates the modal point described during experimental 

and analytical observation. This figure clearly shows both good and bad correlation 

of the nodes for the whole model. It was shown that the bad correlated node 

indicated in figure 6.6 occurred in the middle of the plate due to the shaker 

attachment. This method can be very useful for indicating where the errors are 

highest especially for a complicated structure without comparing each node 

separately. 

Figure 6.8 shows the modeshape comparison between the experimental and 

analytical models using the graph and distance methods for the remaining modes. 

Generally, it was shown that the analytical modeshape prediction is quite close to 

experimental results, but weak correlation occurred at the edge of the structure. 

while there was better correlation towards the centre of the structure - except the 

shaker attached area. 
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Comparison by Graph Comparison by real structure 
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Figure 6.8 - Modeshape Comparison by graph and distance method 
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6.4.2 Two Edges Fixed 

This section will describe the natural frequency and modeshape comparisons 
between the experiment and finite element model when two ends are clamped. The 

same comparison methods as those applied in the previous section are used. 

Mode EXP 

(Hz) 

FE 
(Hz) 

% Difference 

1 214 296 38.3 

2 391 485 24.0 
3 719 825 14.7 

4 953 1063 11.5 

5 999 1130 13.1 

Table 6.3 - Natural Frequency Comparison between Experiment and Finite Element 

Model when Two-Ends are Fixed 

Table 6.3 shows the differences between experiment and finite element model 

eigenvalues. Obviously, it was shown that: 

1) the percentage differences were greater than the free-free boundary 

condition; 

2) every analytical eigenvalue was higher than the experimental values, and 

3) greater discrepancies between experimental and analytical values occurred at 

lower modes. 
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Figure 6.10 - MAC between Experiment and Analytical Model with Two-Ends Fixed 

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the modeshape comparison between experimental and 

analytical results. The results match closely in terms of modeshapes with all MAC 

values above 80%. 

6.5 Effects on Structural Modification 

6.5.1 Introduction 

As discussed in the previous chapter, it is necessary to carry out a careful inspection 

of the structure before performing the actual test. Composite materials have more 

complicated structural properties than isotropic material. All practical reinforced 

composites are likely to have various kinds of defects introduced during the 

nlanufacturing process. Bryan [ 15] described the possible errors as follows : 
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0 Incorrect state of resin cure, especially that resulting from variation in local 

exotherm temperatures in a thick or complex section during antoclaving: 

" Incorrect overall fibre volume fraction; 

" Gaps, overlaps or other faults in the arrangement of plies; 

" Angle of orientation in the arrangement of plies; 

" Misaligned or broken fibres; 

" Non-uniform fibre distribution, with resultant matrix-rich regions; 

" Disbonded interlaminar regions; 

" Mechanical damage from the mechanical process; and 

" Local bond failures in adhesively bonded composite components. 

The variability of material produced by hand lay-up methods is more marked than 

that of composites made by mechanised processes. The material tested was made by 

hand lay-up and investigated for any modification deviating from the original 

specification. The original specification of the model was a flat plate with 

dimensions of 300 x 150 x 2.412 mm, but some modifications were found after the 

manufacturing process in the external dimensions, curvature and thickness. As 

discussed in the previous chapter, it is necessary to understand any structural 

modification and implement the exact geometric description into the finite element 

model to achieve a better predicted dynamic behaviour. This section will describe 

the modification that occurred during the manufacturing process and the differences 

from the originally designed structure. 

6.5.2 Flowchart to Update a Composite Material 

This section will show the flowchart for model updating of a composite material. 

The main focus for the updating process is to modify the analytical model based on 

real structural examination. 
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Figure 6.11 - Flowchart for model updating of a composite material 
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6.5.3 Dimension of the Structure 

The dimension of the composite plate test specimen material was originally made to 

be 300mm in length, 150mm in width and have a thickness of 2.412mm. The test 

piece was cut from a single large piece of a composite material and the test 

specimen measured to determine the existence of any dimensional modifications. 

The dimension of the composite material was measured as described in figure 6.12. 

One end measured 148mm while the other end measured 151 mm with the same 

length of 301 mm. These modified structural dimensions were applied into the finite 

element model and the change in the eigenvalues is shown in table 6.4. 

1 mm 

Figure 6.12 - Actual Dimension of the structure 
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Mode EXP 
(Hz) 

FE (Original) 
(Hz) 

FE (Modified) 
(Hz) 

% Change in 
FE 

1 108 117 116 -0.9 
2 218 233 233 0.0 
3 300 342 339 -0.9 
4 419 489 488 -0.2 

Table 6.4 - Natural Frequencies change after dimension modification 

As seen in table 6.4, percentage change in the natural frequencies of modes I and 3 

were higher than for modes 2 and 4. The length of the composite material was the 

same for the plate and the unique number 301 mm was applied into finite element 

model. The width of the material was not unique and it was increased from one end 

to the other end, and this was applied into the finite element model as a linear 

change along the structure. When the length of the material increased, the natural 
frequencies of the bending modes (modes I and 3) were decreased. Similarly, when 

the width of the material increased, the natural frequencies of the torsion modes 

(modes 2 and 4) were decreased. The dimension modification could happen in any 

structure and needs more attention during the manufacturing process to avoid any 

modification. Otherwise, the exact dimension after manufacturing should be applied 

into the finite element model to enable a better dynamic prediction. 

6.5.4 Curvature of the Structure 

As described in the previous chapter, it is uncommon to achieve perfect thin flat 

plates because thin plates easily deform during the manufacturing process and in 

subsequent operation. The composite material was made with 18 plies and 

manufactured with a symmetric layup to be a flat plate, but small curvature %\ as 

found on the structure. Figure 6.13 shows the geometric changes for each node 

obtained from experiment. 
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Figure 6.13 - Original Deformed shape at free-free boundary condition 

0.4 

Mode FE (dimension changed) 

(Hz) 

FE (Curved) 

(Hz) 

% Change 

1 116 117 0.9 

2 233 232 -0.4 
3 339 341 0.6 

4 488 488 0.0 

Table 6.5 - Eigenvalue changes after curvature applied into finite element model 

Once again, the percentage of changes was nonlinear. Eigenvalues in bending modes 

increased with the curvature applied into the finite element model, but decreased in 

torsion modes. Even very small curvature changed the dynamic behaviour. 

therefore a careful examination must be carried out. 
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6.5.5 Density Modification 

The composite structure used in this chapter has very sensitive material properties as 
it is a thin composite. The mass density from the manufacturer was given as 1545 

kg/m 3 and calculated for the theoretical mass of the structure. The actual mass was 

calculated by: 

Actual mass = Mass density * Cross Sectional Area * Length of the structure (6.6) 

The theoretical mass was calculated and compared with the actual measured mass 

and it was found that there was only a small difference. The theoretical value was 

167g while the actual mass was 164g. The mass density of the structure was 

changed based on the true mass and the new mass density was used for the rest of 

the structural model updating. The new mass density was applied as 1600 kg/m 3 

into the finite element model based on the average thickness obtained from the 

experimental observation. The average thickness will be explained in the next 

section. 

Mode FE (Curved) 

(Hz) 

FE (Density Changed) 

(Hz) 

% Change 

1 117 115 -1.7 

2 

3 

232 

341 

228 -1.7 

335 -1.8 

4 488 480 -1.6 

Table 6.6 - Eigenvalue changes after density modification applied into finite element 

model 
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6.5.6 Thickness of the Structure 

The thickness of the whole element was designed to be 2.412mm and this initial 

assumption was applied into the finite element model. A brief observation was 

carried out for the four corners, and it was found that there existed great variations 

across the plate. Further inspection was carried out by a stand alone scanning 

system, called `Cyclone', which manufactured by Renishaw. The Cyclone system is 

designed for users who require the high speed or fine detail scanning. Figure 6.14 

shows the actual thickness measurement by using the machine. The contacting 

scanning probes measured the position x, y and z for the top side then moved to the 

back to measure the opposite surface. Due to the curvature along the plate, the 

thickness was not available directly from the saved data but was calculated by 

considering the differences of the z axis values between the top and back side. 

The thickness of the whole element varied from one point to the other due to 

manufacturing process, and figure 6.15 shows the variability in thickness. 
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-: -- - 
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Figure 6.14 - Thickness measurement by Cyclone 
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Figure 6.15 - Thickness variation observation for the composite material 

Figure 6.15 shows the thickness variations within the structure. This variation was 

implemented into the finite element model. The finite element model used in figure 

6.2 was not refined enough to apply all of the thickness variations along the plate, 

and therefore a finer mesh was generated with measured detail at the edges of the 

plate. The average thickness of each element was applied according to the real 

measurement. Figure 6.16 shows the finer mesh used to apply the thickness 

variations. The mesh size was chosen to achieve more accurate results in the 

analytical model where great variations occurred at bottom corners. 

The natural frequencies were changed due to the modified mesh size, however the 

effects were ignored where the changes were less than 0.5%. 
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Figure 6.16 - Finite Element Application for varied thickness along the plate 

The measured thicknesses were applied into the finite element model and the 

modified eigenvalues are shown in table 6.7. 

Mode 

EXP 
(Hz) 

FE (Density 

Changed) 

(Hz) 

FE (Thickness 

Variation Applied) 

(Hz) 

% Change 

in FE 

1 108 115 112 -2.6 

2 218 228 219 -4.0 

3 300 335 308 -8.1 
4 419 480 422 -12.1 

Table 6.7 - Eigenvalue changes after thickness variation applied into the finite element 

model 
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Table 6.7 shows that the eigenvalues decreased by quite a significant amount in 

higher modes. The thickness modification was found to have a critical effect on 
dynamic behaviour. Often, structures are assumed to have a unique thickness all 

over their external dimensions after the manufacturing process, but this observation 

suggests that thickness examination is a crucial step to determine any eigenvalue 

changes. 

Figure 6.17 shows the FRFs between the original and modified analytical models. 

The modified analytical model includes every modifications discussed so far. 

Clearly, the graph shows the frequencies decreased when the structure was 

modified. 
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Figure 6.17 - Original and modified FE FRFs 
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6.5.7 Two ends Fixed Condition 

All of the previous sections described structural modification during the 

manufacturing and testing process for the free-free boundary conditions. This 

section will describe what happened when two ends of the structure were clamped. 
Due to the dimension modification of the structure and the mesh size change from 

the free-free boundary condition, the same methods as before were applied to the 

clamped boundary condition to investigate the perturbations from the analytical 

model. 

The finite element model was modified from being an originally flat model. 
Initially, the dimension in width was changed from 148mm on one side to 151 mm 

on the other side as explained in the previous section. The density was changed as 

the next step, and finally the curvature of the structure was applied into the finite 

element model. The actual curvature was inspected precisely when two ends were 

fixed and is shown in figure 6.18. 

FE (Hz) 

Mode Exp (Hz) Flat Dimension 

Changed 

Density 

Changed 

Curvature 

Applied 

1 214 296 296 291 293 

2 391 485 486 477 478 

3 719 825 825 811 812 

4 953 1063 1065 1046 1047 

5 999 1130 1135 1115 1116 

Table 6.8 - Eigenvalue comparison between experiment and FE model with two ends 

fixed 
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Figure 6.18 - Deformed shape at 2 side clamped boundary condition 

The composite material was clamped 50mm from each of the ends, which meant that 

the effective length was 200mm at the design stage. The length of the material was 

examined after testing the structure and the length was found to be 205mm. Table 

6.9 shows the dimensional effects on the eigenvalues for the first five modes, and it 

was shown that significant changes occurred for all modes. Significantly, greater 

changes were found in modes I and 3 which were bending modes as shown in the 

plots of the modeshapes. 

FE 

Mode Exp Previous 

Effects 

Effective 

Dimension 

Changed 

Absolute 

Decrease 

% Change 

1 214 293 279 14 -4.8 

2 391 478 462 16 -3.3 

3 719 812 774 38 -4.7 

4 953 1047 1019 28 -2.7 

5 999 11 16 1084 32 -2.9 

Table 6.9 - Eigenvalue changes after structural moulljuauwi appII u iuw v v: 

0.2 
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Figure 6.19 shows the FRFs between the original and modified FE with clamped 
boundary conditions. The modifications include the geometry changes and the 

effective testing area changes. Clearly, all the natural frequencies decreased when 
the modifications were applied in the original model. 
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Figure 6.19 - Original and Effective Dimension Modified FE FRFs 

Figure 6.20 shows the exact dimension of the structure when two ends were 

clamped, and these were applied in the finite element model to evaluate table 6.9. 

The figure also shows the thickness variation along the plate in the same way as the 

free-free boundary condition. The thickness applied into the finite element model is 

shown in table 6.10. 
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Figure 6.20 - Dimension and thickness application when the structure was clamped 

Number Thickness (mm) 

1 2.39 

2 1.88 

3 2.05 

4 2.29 

5 2.32 

Table 6.10 - Average thickness applied into FE 

Table 6.1 1 shows how the eigenvalue changes due to the modification previously 

described for the thickness modification, applied in the finite element model. Once 

again, large changes occurred due to thickness modification but the greater changes 

occurred in the lower modes. 
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FE 

Mode Exp 

(Hz) 

Previous 

Effects 

(Hz) 

Thickness 

Changed 

(Hz) 

Absolute 

Decrease 

(Hz) 

% Change 

in FE 

1 214 279 252 27 -9.7 
2 391 462 419 43 -9.3 
3 719 774 710 64 -8.3 
4 953 1019 944 75 -7.4 
5 999 1084 1002 82 -7.6 

Table 6.11 - Eigenvalue changes after all modifications were applied 

These structural modifications were applied into the finite element model based on 

the physical examination, and showed that the largest changes occurred due to 

thickness variation along the structure. It suggests that the structural examination 

should be performed before and after testing to predict better the overall dynamic 

characteristics. Figure 6.21 shows the analytical FRFs for original. structural 

modifications includes effective testing area changes and the thickness variation 

applied. 
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Figure 6.21 - Original, Effective area and Thickness modified FE FRFs 

6.6 Model Updating using the Sensitivity Method 

6.6.1 Stiffness and Mass Matrices for each layer 

In the previous section theoretical approaches for finding stiffness and mass 

matrices were described. Obviously, it is possible to obtain the matrices for flat and 

modified composite structures, but it is more complicated to derive the matrices 

where there exists curvature and thickness variation in the structure. The new 

concept introduced here is to derive the matrices for such a modified structure from 

the FE model for the purposes of parametric model updating. The model derivation 

is a achieved by the superposition method of each layer's stiffness and mass matrix. 

A FE method for a whole composite material can be obtained by combining stiffness 

matrices for each layer where there is symmetry about the centre line as shown in 

1-10 ure 6.22. 
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------ Centre Line 

Figure 6.22 - Layup the composite structure 

The simplified equation to obtain the global matrix can be expressed as: 

[K]=2*([k, ]+k2+...... +[k, ]) 

Where 

K is the Global stiffness matrix for the whole composite material. 

k� is the local stiffness matrix for the n`" layer from the centre line. 

(6.7) 

Generally, finite element methods generate global matrices for the ý\ hole structure 

and each layer's stiffness matrix can be obtained by : 

[k�] = 
[K�]-[K,, 

-1] 
2 

(6.8) 

Where [ K� ] is the Global stiffness matrix for a 2* n layer composite material. 
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Each layer's stiffness and mass matrices are obtained in order to apply them into the 

sensitivity method based on angle of layer change. It is not necessary to include the 

mass matrices in the sensitivity methods as they are unique for each layer. therefore 
just the global mass matrix was used to obtain the eigensolution. 

6.6.2 Regularisation 

The sensitivity method was applied to update each angle of layer orientation by each 
layer's stiffness and mass matrices obtained from the previous section. The 

updating process was unable to perform due to ill-conditioning. Regularisation 

method was introduced to replace the ill-conditioned linear equations by a nearby 

well-posed one and to improve the condition of the update which made adjustment 

of its individual layers possible. Since there is a huge amount of literature it is not 

possible to address all the methods and only the method used in this section 

illustrates. 

For under-determined or ill-conditioned linear equations, an adjacent solution can be 

sought by minimising a cost function of the form, 

J(x) = IIAx - b1l2 + all BxlI) , rank(B) =l (6.9) 

where a is known as the regularisation parameter, and is either given or must be 

determined. Then the generalised solution, dependent on a. follows from the 

relation, 

[tl"A+aB"Bjx= AT b (6.10) 

01" 

+al]- *A" *b (6.1 1) 
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where A is the sensitivity matrix 

b is the eigenvalue differences between the experiment and finite element 

model 

x is the p-values for each updating parameters 

Natke [63] suggests that B should reflect the level of noise apparent on the 

experiment data. He made a simple approximation that 

B=I (6.12) 

6.6.3 Effects on Angle of Layer Modification 

The composite material made with 18 laminae with a nominal thickness of 0.134mm 

had the following stacking sequences : [45 °2 
. -45 °2 

, 90 °4 
,0 

°2 
, 90 04 

, -45 °2 
, 450 2 ]. 

The composite material was made by hand lay-up and there could exist some 

modification in the angle of each layer from the original specification due to human 

error. This section will find out the effects due to the modification of the angle in 

each layer. The finite element model was derived with different angles for each 

layer to find out the pattern in eigenvalue changes. Figure 6.23 shows the natural 

frequency changes due to an angle of layer modification from the fifth to the outer 

layer from the centre line. 

As shown in figure 6.23, a small change in the angle of the layer greatly influences 

the natural frequencies. Obviously, the first and third modes showed the same 

pattern as did the second and fourth modes. As shown in the actual modeshape, the 

first and third modes were bending modes while the second and fourth modes ere 

torsion modes. The natural frequency changes due to the angle modification for the 

outermost 2 layers had the same pattern for all modes \\hile angle modification for 

the next 2 layers result in changes in opposite directions in the first and third modes. 

The graph shoN\s that the outer part of the structure had more sensiti\ it,, of the 

natural frequencies with respect to angle modification. 
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Figure 6.23 - Natural frequency changes with angle of layer changes for each mode 
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The selection of the parameter for sensitivity methods was chosen to be in the region 
from the fifth layer to the outer the layer from the centre line due to them having 

higher sensitivities than those closer to the centre/neutral axis. Accordingly, the 

sensitivity in natural frequencies with respect to angle of change was very small in 

the middle of the structure. 
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Figure 6.24 - Experimental and updated natural frequencies for the composite 

structure 

Figure 6.24 shows the updated frequencies with experimental frequencies indicated 

by a dotted line. The analytical model was matched to experimental results closely 

after the second iteration except for the second mode. 
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Figure 6.25 - Stiffness changes layers between 5 and 9 

Figure 6.25 shows the indicated stiffness changes required to update the analytical 

model. The layer numbers are from the centre line, and obviously show the greatest 

stiffness changes in layer 5 (90 degrees). This indication was used to make the 

modification of the angle of the layer to update and match the analytical model with 

the experimental model. The stiffness changes with respect to angle modification 

using the sensitivity method were not at the same rate as obtained during the FE 

process because it was a composite structure. This result was only used to change 

the angle in each layer and the angle modification is shown in table 6.12 with the 

updated frequencies. Thus it can be assumed that a small angle of layer 

modification is needed to update the analytical model to match it with experimental 

results. 

As shown in figure 6.23 the natural frequencies increased as the angle of las er 

modification increased in torsion modes except when the 5`' layer's angle modified. 

For the case of bending modes, the natural frequencies increased N\here the 8"' and 

9`11 layer's angle increased, while decreased where the 5t" and 6`" layer's angle 

increased. The rate of change of the natural frequencies was greater in the bending 
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modes than the torsion modes, and the percentages change due to the angle of the 
layer in table 6.12 shows that greater effects are evident for the bending modes. 

Angle 
Modification 

(Degrees) 

Exp 

(Hz) 

FE (Hz) % 

Change 

Previous 

Effects 

Updated in FE 

5t Layer 6 Mode 1 108 112 108 -3.6 
6t Layer 1.0 Mode 2 218 219 218 -0.5 
7t' Layer 1.8 Mode 3 300 308 300 -2.6 
8t Layer -0.8 Mode 4 419 422 419 -0.7 
9'' Layer -1.3 

Table 6.12 - Angle of modification applied into FE with updated frequencies 
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Figure 6.26 - Updated analytical natural frequency after each modification 
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90.0 

Figure 6.26 shows the updated analytical natural frequencies from the original 
model to angle of layers modification. As seen in the figure, the thickness 

modification has a strong influence in the analytical model changing the analytical 
natural frequencies to match with experimental results. Figure 6.27 shows the FRFs 
for experiment, originally specified and updated FE. 
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Figure 6.27 - Experimental, Original FE and Updated FE FRFs 

6.6.3 Model Updating for Two Ends Clamped 

As described in chapter 5, the most difficult part in finite element modeling is the 

specification of boundary conditions and the effects due to the boundary constraints. 

The structure is likely to face induced force and moments around the clamped area 

and the dynamic characteristics of the structure alter greatly due to the moments 

raised around the boundary area. 
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Before considering force and moments in boundary area, the angle of the la} er 

modification achieved from the free-free boundary condition was applied into the 

clamped structure. 

FE (Hz) 

Mode Exp 

(Hz) 

Previous 

Effects 

Angle of Layer 

Changes 

Absolute 

Decrease 

% Change 

1 214 252 245 7 -2.8 
2 391 419 415 4 -1.0 
3 719 710 691 19 -2.7 
4 953 944 935 9 -1.0 
5 999 1002 1003 1 -0.1 

Table 6.13 - Angle of orientation effects on clamped boundary condition 
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Force and moments were applied and the optimum values were found to minimise 
the differences between the analytical and experimental values. Table 6.14 sho\\ s 
clearly that the updated frequency was matched quite closely to the experimentally 
evaluated results, and figure 6.29 shows the amount of force and moments applied 
inside the structure. 

FE (Hz) 

Mode Exp 

(Hz) 

Previous 

Effects 

Force and 

Moments Applied 

Absolute 

Change 

% 

Change 

1 214 245 213 -32 -13.1 
2 391 415 391 -24 -5.8 
3 719 691 720 29 4.2 

4 953 935 952 18 1.9 

5 999 1003 999 -4 -0.4 

Table 6.14 - Force and Moments effects on clamped boundary condition 
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Figure 6.29 - Force and Moments applied into the structure 

As described in the previous chapter, residual stresses may be introduced during the 

manufacturing process for both isotropic material and a composite structure. 

Composite materials could be influenced very significantly by the thermal residual- 

stress state even though structures may be nominally identical. For example, 

thermal residual stresses in stringer reinforce plates/shell are very different if the 
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structure is manufactured using co-cured methods in contrast to secondary bonding 

techniques[3]. Such residual stresses and their implications are often ignored in the 

structural design and development especially for composite materials. Almeida and 
Hansen[36] showed that the fundamental frequency can be doubled or reduced to 

zero as a result of thermoelastic structural effects. 

The tensile stresses introduced inside the structure can be assumed to be residual 

stresses. Kim et al. [46] suggested the tensile stresses may be beneficial for vibration 

and other elastic behaviour; however these stresses may have detrimental effects on 

strength and damage tolerance of composite structures. Therefore. the maximum 

possible gain in the natural frequency or other structural characteristic may be 

limited by requirements on overall structural performance [46]. 

The composite material's characteristics are significantly governed by the angle of 

orientation for each layer and might be by residual stresses. The residual stresses 

can be used to increase/decrease the frequencies, and this can be very effective to 

maximize the composite structural performances in combination with the layers' 

orientations. 

The assumption was made that the angle of layers changed during the manufacturing 

process to achieve the updated frequencies for free-free boundary conditions. The 

modified angle of the layers was applied into the clamped boundary condition, then 

the applied force and moments around the boundary areas. 

Figure 6.30 shows the natural frequencies between the experiment (dashed) and 

updated analytical results after each iterations when the structure as clamped at 

both ends. The greater effects occurred when the structural thickness variation and 

the effective testing area modifications were applied to the analytical model. Figure 

6.3 1 shows FRFs between the experiment and updated FE. The updated anal`tical 

results matched exactly to the experiment. 
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Figure 6.32 shows the flowchart to update the structure when it was clamped. The 
flowchart is similar to the free-free boundary condition but with one additional 
added process in which the force and moments applied into the structure are due to 
the boundary condition. 

6.7 Conclusion 

Composite laminated plates are widely used for aircraft and many other structures 
due to their ability to meet the design requirements such as their high strength and 

stiffness to weight ratios. Also, composite laminated plates can be optimised to 

meet specific modal requirements by adjusting the number of lamina and the angle 

of each layer. To take advantage of these composite material properties, it is worth 

optimising the layers of the structure in order to ensure that it possesses the best 

possible dynamic behaviour. This can normally be investigated by finite element 

methods, but often there may exist some discrepancies between the analytical model 

and real structure due to structural modifications occurring during manufacturing 

and testing the real structure. 

Typically, the most difficult parts in finite element modeling are: the specification of 

boundary conditions and their effects on the structure, interconnections between the 

components and the idealised modelling techniques for joints. These adjustments 

are the most relevant areas in relation to finite element model updating for 

composite materials. However, another more fundamental parameter set should be 

investigated to determine if a structure contains any modification from the original 

specification due to manufacturing process. This parameter set includes dimension 

modification, thickness variation, structural deformation, and angle of layer changes 

in composite material. It is meaningless to update an analytical model to correlate 

with experimental results without any concern for the physical modifications of the 

structure. 
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Since laminated plate thickness has an important effect on dynamic behaviour, it is 

necessary to investigate the whole thickness of the plate to get better dynamic 
behaviour performance prediction. As described in this chapter, the thickness 

variation exists in the laminated composite structure due to manufacturing 

processes. The analytical model normally applies uniform thickness along the plate 
but often, actual examination shows significant variation in thickness along the plate 
due to hand lay-up process during manufacturing. The human errors can be 

improved by replacing hand lay-up with a mechanical process. However, it is still 

necessary to check the whole thickness after manufacturing and testing to avoid any 

mismatch. 

Many researchers have investigated dynamic behaviour changes with respect to the 

angle of layer for composite materials. Since angle of layers is important, an 

analytical model must not only match the specific design requirements but also the 

actual variation attributable to manufacturing tolerances. It has been shown that 

there were significant changes in dynamic behaviour due to the angle of orientation 

in the outer side of the composite material. Great care should be taken during the 

manufacturing process especially for the outer part to avoid any dynamic changes 

from the analytical model. The updating process for free-free boundary conditions 

confirmed that the analytical and experimental results matched well after 

consideration of angle ply orientation. The angle of the layer was assumed to be 

modified from the original specification to update the model, however this updating 

parameter could be complemented by the residual stresses introduced during the 

manufacturing process. 

As the last stage in the model updating process, force and bending moments were 

applied to the structure to minimise the discrepancies between the analytical and 

experimental data. The structure might be subject to axial forces due to the residual 

stresses, shear and bending moments due to the boundary conditions. 
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This chapter has described model updating techniques for composite materials with 

respect to structural modification including composite material's thickness and angle 

of layer for each ply. The sensitivity method applied in this chapter can only be 

used to indicate which must be updated. It was not possible to update the analytical 

model with respect to each layer's angle directly using the sensitivity method. 

However it was shown that the sensitivity method with regularisation can indicate 

the angle changes for each layer. The regularisation was applied to improve the 

condition of the update, which made adjustment to individual layer possible. It was 

indicated that the dynamic design for composite materials without the updating 

process can give large errors. It was very clearly shown that structural dynamics 

should not be assumed to be identical to that for the original specification as many 

modifications may be introduced during the manufacturing process. Therefore. 

structural investigation must be carried out to predict a better dynamic characteristic 

of a composite material. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

7.1 Introduction 

The main objective of this thesis is to update analytical models of isotropic and 

composite materials so that they match experimental dynamic behaviour. This 

thesis has focused on model updating due to structural modifications induced during 

manufacture and demonstrated through testing of a thin plate structure. Thin plate 

structures are widely used in most engineering products and dynamic behaviour 

must be predicted correctly by analytical modelling before carrying out the actual 

testing. Poorly predicted dynamic behaviour of a thin plate structure is costly (in 

terms of time and money) as the complicated structures - of which they are part - 

would then also be poorly predicted and in need of model updating. 

7.2 Literature Review 

This chapter reviewed various model correlation techniques and methods to he 

performed before applying model updating procedures. 

Eigenvalue comparison is essential but modeshape comparison is important as \\ ell 

to check that the modes correlate well between experimental and anale tical models. 

The various methods to compare the two different models ere presented such as 

MAC, COMAC and IMAC. 
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The chapter reviewed various model updating techniques for reducing the 
discrepancies between experimental and analytical models. Model updating 
techniques can be classed into two groups: direct and iterative methods. The 
advantages and disadvantages for each updating processes were also addressed. It 

should be noted that the updated model should maintain physical meaning rather 
than be a numerically optimization process. 

Often, experimental results contain fewer degrees-of-freedom than their analytical 
counterparts. Therefore, model expansion in experimental results or model 
reduction in analytical models should be performed. In any case, experimental and 
analytical models should contain the same number of degrees-of-freedom so that 

they can be compared and be compatible for updating purposes. 

7.3 Modelling of a Loaded Structure 

The finite element method is a relatively quick and easy way to predict structural 

dynamics, therefore it is widely used in engineering fields. This work has shown the 

theoretical approach to investigating structural dynamics in the presence of loads for 

use in model updating techniques. The finite element method is a useful and 

informative tool to predict the dynamic behaviour where the initial assumptions such 

as no structural modifications, no environmental load and perfect boundar\ 

conditions are applicable. In practice. structures containing perturbations to these 

factors cause the differences between the analytical and experimental results. These 

factors should be taken into account to minimise discrepancies. This chapter 

described the theoretical approach for developing the analytical model based on a 

beam structure subjected to axial force, bending moments and thermal load. The 

theoretical approach showed that a structure under thermal load should take account 

of axial force as well as the material property changes. 
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To be able to process the updating technique, elemental matrices should be deri\ ed 
analytically. The elemental matrix alteration due to force and rotation ýý as also 
addressed by means of a stress-stiffness matrix and transformation matrix. A perfect 
boundary condition means there is no rotation and displacement. but often these 
constraints can not be achieved due to real world limitations producing force and 
bending moments around the boundary area. 

7.4 Experimental Work and Model Updating 

This chapter described 3 experiments demonstrations: annealing effects, thermal 

effects and variability. 

Residual stresses may be introduced in any manufacturing process. The experiment 
have shown that removal of residual stresses through annealing process converted 
the plate structures to its original curved state, and altered the dynamic behaviour. 

The results of both analysis and experiment have shown that the natural frequencies 

for both a beam and plate structure decrease as temperature increases. The variation 

in temperature along the plate was found and the different FE case studies were 

addressed. The FE model should be generated so as to represent the testing 

environment as closely as possible, rather than assuming the average temperature 

distributions along the structure. 

The final section in this chapter addressed plate-to-plate variability and test-to-test 

variability. Plate-to-plate variability reveals that structural investigation should be 

performed even if identically manufactured test specimen are used. Test-to-test 

variability confirmed that all of the experimental circumstances such as ambient 

temperature should be observed and accommodated to achieve more accurate and 

reliable experimental results. 
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7.5 Model Updating for Isotropic Materials 

An analytical model was updated by using both direct methods and iterative 
methods. Direct methods enable analytical models to be rapid]} matched to the 
experimental results, but the procedures apply numerical optimisation by altering 
global stiffness and mass matrices rather than considering any realistic structural 
modification. 

The iterative method adopted for parametric updating used a sensitivity method 
which updates elemental stiffness and mass matrices which encompass errors. The 

work has shown that the mass matrices were not significantly sensitive to influence 

the updating, therefore a reduced sensitivity method only using the stiffness matrix 

was more effective for updating the analytical model. 

Any attempt to update every element in the analytical model using only the limited 

modal or frequency information available from the actual testing is not feasible. 

The updated model should maintain the physical meaning, and if any errors or 

mismodelled regions were found at the initial stage of the model updating process 

then the updating process could be performed more efficiently. 

This chapter focused the model updating for isotropic material based on structural 

modification. Often, experimental results are assumed to be more accurate than 

analytical models, but inaccuracies and misunderstandings could exist in the 

structural geometry. The geometry of the beam model was modified from the 

original specification due to modifications arising either from the manufacturing 

process or miscommunication betat een the test engineer and the manufacturer. The 

thickness variation was measured at the initial stage of testing and curvature as 

found due to clamping. Also, the experimental error as determined showing that 

the effective testing area needed to be modified in clamped boundary condition. 

The results showed that even very small modifications altered greatly the structural 

dynamic behaviour. The work has suggested that a structural geometry and loads 
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investigation should be performed before carrying out actual testing to reduce the 
time and cost in the model updating process. 

The force and moments applied into the structure to minimise the differences 
between the analytical and experimental data. The magnitude of axial force and 

moments in the analytical model were increased as temperature increased to 

correspond with the experimental results. The finite element software package 
included the material property changes and force induced according to the 

temperature. However, the updated model indicated that greater force and moments 

were induced in the structure and around boundary areas. 

7.6 Model Updating for Composite Materials 

Composite materials are widely used due to their desirable properties such as their 

high strength and stiffness to weight ratios. A composite material is a more 

complicated structure than an isotropic material and more attention is needed in the 

model updating process. 

The updating process for composite materials was carried out using the same 

process as for the isotropic beam element model updating. The structural 

investigation was performed before carrying out testing to determine any structural 

modifications arising through manufacture. This new concept in comparing the 

experimental and analytical model was shown in this chapter. This new idea was 

developed from the modeshape comparison graph where the capability of indicating 

where the discrepancies occurred in the structure is limited. The distance method 

draws the exact structure with the correlation between t\\ o different models. 

The investigation on a composite test specimen was performed and dimension, 

curvature and thickness modification were measured and these factors \\ere included 
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in the FE model to update the structure. Density of the structure was modified based 

on the real mass data measured from experiment. 

The geometric measurement deduced that thickness variation along the composite 
material caused significant discrepancies between the experimental and analytical 

results. Structural investigation must be followed before performing finite element 

analysis to predict better dynamic characteristics of a composite material due to 

small modifications which cause considerable discrepancies in dynamic behaviour. 

Structural modifications in composite materials that occur during manufacturing and 
testing must be implemented into the finite element model to make a better 

prediction in dynamic behaviour. 

The results have shown that natural frequencies were affected by only a small angle 

of orientation perturbation in each layer, which is more influential on the outer part 

of the composite material. The results suggest that great care should be taken when 

assembling outer part of composite materials. 

The composite material was updated with respect to the angle of layer based on the 

sensitivity method. The regularisation method was applied to improve the condition 

of the update, which made adjustment of its individual layers possible. The updated 

angle of layer from free-free boundary condition was implemented to the analytical 

model for clamped-clamped boundary condition. As the last stage for the clamped 

boundary condition, force and moments were applied and the updating process was 

succeeded. 

7.7 Further Work 

Further development should consider induced stress from quasi static loads in 

composite non-isotropic structures. for example helicopter rotor blades subjected to 

off axis centripetal loads. Clearly. as structures become more in\ ol\ ed then the 
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inherent complicity of layup and curing gradients - temperature differentials - will 
cause deformations and internal stresses beyond those shown for the examples given 
in this thesis. Increased curvature may also introduce "lack of fit" during assembly . 
One can easily envisage the stresses caused by assembling a structurall\ redundant 
component within a wing (e. g. a wing box between two spars) causing localised 

stressing and consequential shifts in dynamic frequencies and response. The 

challenge for the future work in this case is to apply dynamic finite element 

updating to complex, non-isotropic structures in their built environment. This thesis 
has demonstrated the variation that can occur in simple structures and has 

established the mathematical tools and processes appropriate for the task. The 

future work is to apply these methods on real aircraft structures. 

7.8 Conclusion 

A key area of research for this thesis has been the development of accurate FE 

models for dynamic simulation. To achieve this aim, FE models were developed 

which included the influences of thermal, manufacturing and environmental loads. 

The findings of this work have shown that an important aspect of structural dynamic 

modelling is to include such factors at the design stage of structures, rather than 

assume the `normal' conditions that are commonly adopted in the laboratory or 

during initial analysis. Any modification in a structure that occurred during 

manufacture and testing resulted in great changes in dynamic behaviour both in 

isotropic and composite materials. 
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